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Our society faces the challenge of introducing a new educational
model based more on the acquisition of values than on content, a
factor evidently necessary to be able to live in today’s rapidly changing world. To achieve this requires the creation of a new way of
organising education that is based on a new and different use of
time in the classroom.
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EDITORIAL
All forms of ancient wisdom tell us there is a time for everything. It says so in
the Bible, in verses from the Book of Ecclesiastes, as quoted by thinkers throughout
the centuries: “To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under
heaven: A time to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant and a time to pluck up
that which is planted; A time to kill, and a time to heal; a time to break down and a
time to build up; A time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time
to dance; A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together; a time
to embrace and time to refrain from embracing; A time to get, and a time to lose;
a time to keep, and a time to cast away; A time to rend, and a time to sew; a time
to keep silence, and a time to speak. A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of
war, and a time of peace”.
Imagine this as the slogan of a demonstration: What do we want? Slow education! Is it so absurd? Is there a contradiction in calling at the same time for
learning and taking things slowly? The monograph section of this issue aims to
explore just that paradox. As Joan Domènec puts it: “We have created a society
in which we have a greater life expectancy than we could ever have imagined,
and yet time is constantly slipping through our fingers, at work, at home or with
our families. The cry of “I haven’t got time” defines our behaviour, leading us to
constant frustration”.
Or in the words of Josep Maria Esquirol, the author of El respirar dels dies, in
our interview with him: “If you yourself stop, then time also stops”. And so if as you
hold our magazine in your hands you can stop for a moment, we invite you to turn
to the monograph section in the central pages: to breathe in and take time to read.
Wherever you may find yourself reading, wherever you have found a space in your
daily routine. We know that | compartir | is often read in waiting rooms, while an
increasing number of libraries are subscribing to our magazine on behalf of their
readers. Reading is, in truth, always a period of time given over to silence and also
to dialogue: with the author of the article, with the philosopher being interviewed,
with the voices reflected by a reporter, with the data from a piece of research. And
also an inner dialogue, also, with the voices which reading arouses in a reader’s
consciousness: the voices of one’s own friends and family, more distant voices of
former readings and recollections, the ancestral voices of memory, poetry or religion. | compartir | aims, alongside news about health co-operativism and articles
dealing with medicine, treatment and health, to offer those reading the monograph
section an in-depth exploration of an issue associated with the values promoted
by the Espriu Foundation. We have opened up the pages of this issue, number 81,
with an invitation to take a time-out to read. Because we are convinced that, at the
present time, when time itself seems constantly to be pressing, reading and the
inner reflection which reading arouses represent not just a healthy habit, but also
a form of health in itself.

h e a lth | prevent and cure

Hip prosthesis
| Dr. Adolf Cassan
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A prosthesis is any artificial part used to repair or
replace some or all of an organic structure which has
been damaged as a result of illness or injury. In practice
the term is used both to refer to the part itself and to
the operation of implanting it, while in the case of replacement joints the term ‘arthroplasty’ is used. Prostheses have been in use since ancient times, employed in
the past to replace of amputated limbs, although more
recently procedures have been further developed and
refined in order to replace various parts of the body.
One of the prostheses most commonly fitted these days
is the hip replacement.
The hip, or in medical terminology the coxofemoral
joint, connects the coxal bone of the pelvis to the femur,
the long bone in the thigh. It is a particularly important
joint, responsible as it is for leg movement, and is made
up of two very specific parts: a hemispherical cavity in
the coxal bone, known as the cotyloid cavity or acetabulum, and the head section at the top of the femur, which
is itself ball-shaped. The head of the femur fits perfectly
into the cotyloid cavity, thereby offering considerable
mobility. A special tissue which covers the structures,
the articular cartilage, prevents direct contact between
the bones, thereby avoiding friction which would cause
them wear and tear.
Glòria Vives
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The hip may nonetheless be affected by a number of
conditions, some of which may make the joint practically
unusable. Arthrosis of the hip, for example, specifically
involves the deterioration of the articular cartilage: the
progressive loss of the tissue leaves the bones exposed
to considerable friction, causing them to become worn
and deformed. This is in truth the worst location for an
arthrosis, a condition which, given its natural evolution,
will in its more advanced stages cause a greater or lesser
degree of disability: to begin with any effort will cause
pain, the sensation gradually becoming permanent, even
at rest, while movement of the joint will become so limited as to make walking impossible.
Injuries are another major factor affecting the joint,
with hip fractures being particularly common among elderly people: on the one hand the bones of older people
are more fragile because of osteoporosis, a very common condition which involves the loss of bone density,
making bones less resistant to impact, while the loss
of agility and reflexes as one grows older increase the
risk of a fall, which can easily fracture the head of the
femur. It is, then, unsurprising that many thousands of
people each year suffer very serious hip injuries, with
the resulting impact on their mobility. This leads to even
greater risks, since prolonged inactivity increases the
loss of bone tissue, which not only makes recovery more
difficult but will also have a highly negative impact on
the patient’s general state of health. Until not so long
ago it was therefore felt that a hip fracture would mark
the start of a decline in the quality of life of any elderly
sufferer.
This negative prognosis has, however, changed significantly in recent decades as hip replacement techniques
have been perfected. The procedure allows arthrosis sufferers to recover the mobility of their joint, while normal
movement can rapidly be restored following a fracture,
with no general deterioration in health.
Surgical procedures have been devised in order to
address such situations, the aim being to replace the
constituent structures of the hip joint using prosthetic devices. The first surgical procedure employed for

this purpose was known as a partial hip arthroplasty, in
other words replacement of the head of the femur with
a prosthesis made of acrylic, steel or ceramic, among
other materials. This prosthesis is essentially a ball and
stem anchored within the medullary cavity of the bone
using a special cement. The outcome of the procedure is
good, albeit limited, since the prosthesis implanted in the
femur applies friction against the natural acetabulum of
the coxal bone, leading it gradually to erode.
As a result a different technique is employed today.
This is total hip arthroplasty, in other words prosthetic
replacement both of the head of the femur, using the
ball-shaped implant referred to above attached to the
remainder of the bone, and the acetabulum, using a separate concave part covered on the outer side with a
hard material (such as steel, titanium or tantalum). This
is fixed to the coxal bone, while the inner surface is made
of smooth and hard-wearing ceramic or polyethylene. As
a result the interaction between the two parts causes no
wear and tear to the bones. This type of procedure has
been considerably developed since its early days, with
the design of models offering mechanical improvements
and the manufacture of acrylic cements that fix the prosthetic parts firmly to the bones, the materials employed
becoming increasingly refined. Numerous models are
now available, which can be adapted to the needs of each
individual case, and a range of materials to guarantee
that the prosthesis will be long-lasting.
Hip replacements have become a standard procedure benefiting a huge number of people. Although this
is apparently a complex and major operation, in fact recovery is fairly rapid, with a relatively short post-operational phase allowing patients to recover their mobility
and walk normally, as far as possible. In the case of hip
arthrosis, it is calculated that pain can be alleviated completely in 95% of cases thanks to the operation, while
joint movement is significantly improved in 85% of patients. In the event of a hip fracture, rapid replacement
of the joint, together with the appropriate orthopeadic
measures, generally offer a highly satisfactory outcome.

health | user’s corner

FALTA CORRECCIÓ TEXT

Coeliac disease
| Dolors Borau
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Coeliac disease is a intolerance to
a protein known as gluten, found in
cereals such as wheat, oats, barley
and probably rye, and occurs in individuals with a genetic predisposition.
It is characterised by the immune system triggering an inflammatory reaction of the mucous membrane of the
small intestine, making it difficult to
absorb nutrients.
It is a permanent intolerance, and
the disease will therefore be suffered
throughout a person’s life as there is
still no cure. What is known is that the
cause is gluten, or more specifically
one part of the protein known as gliadin. Coeliac disease may be suffered
by both children and adults, although
it will generally emerge during childhood. The rate of prevalence among
the European population is 1%, and it
is more frequent among women than
men. A considerable percentage of
sufferers remain undiagnosed. The
most common physical symptoms
are: loss of weight and appetite, fa-

tigue, nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea,
intestinal distension (because of the
retention of gas caused by the inflammation), flatulence, abdominal pain,
anaemia, bone decalcification, hair
loss, loss of muscle tone and arrested
growth. These physical effects are
generally accompanied by psychological impacts, such as melancholy,
irritability and apathy.
When the symptoms emerge
(diarrhoea is the most common), sufferers will go to see their paediatrician or family doctor. If the physician
suspects gluten intolerance, they will
then be referred to a digestive tract
specialist. Diagnosis of the disease
first of all involves clinical examination of the patient in order to assess
their appearance and physical and
psychological state. This clinical examination also involves a blood test
to establish the presence of specific
markers, although in order to achieve a completely reliable diagnosis
an intestinal biopsy will be required.

This biopsy should
be performed when
the symptoms emerge, without making
any change to the
diet. The intestines of a healthy
p e r s o n h ave a
large number of
protuberances,
known as villi, which
serve to increase the
co nta c t area with
the nutrients to be
absorbed. In a coeliac sufferer the
walls of the intestine
are atrophied by the
inflammation caused
by the gluten, leading the
intestinal villi to disappear,
thereby impeding the absorption of nutrients, which is in
turn the cause of the malnutrition. The only effective way to
treat coeliac disease and restore
Jordi Negret
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the intestinal wall is to follow a strict,
lifelong gluten-free diet.
Assistència Sanitària policyholders in Barcelona, and those of Asisa throughout Spain can call on a
considerable number of family doctors, paediatricians and digestive
tract specialists who will offer rapid
treatment to establish a diagnosis as
quickly as possible. In both cases patients can have the analyses and endoscopies performed without delay.
Asisa has also signed an agreement
with FACE (the Federation of Coeliac
Associations of Spain), offering the
ASISA Health and ASISA Dental insurance policies to all members of its
constituent associations and their
direct relatives, on advantageous
terms. In this way ASISA offers its support to those living with the disease,
offering them the same benefits as
any other policyholder.
The main aim of FACE is to coordinate the work and efforts of the seventeen regional associations which
make up the federation in championing their members’ rights and
dealing as successfully as possible
with a range of challenges, such as
providing information to sufferers,
monitoring scientific advances, raising social awareness and bringing
in legal regulations to guarantee the
principle of equality for coeliac sufferers and so prevent any discrimination against them as a group. For
Marta Teruel, the Director of FACE,
the federation serves as a point of
reference for coeliacs, health care
professionals and the food industry.
It has successfully achieved implementation of a European Regulation
(number 41/2009) on the composi-

tion and labelling of food products
suitable for people with gluten intolerance which, although it is not entirely satisfactory, nonetheless represents an initial step forward in that
the regulation sets a maximum level
of gluten permitted in foodstuffs,
allowing coeliacs to travel around
Europe knowing that the same
principle applies. They have created the “Monitored by FACE” guarantee mark with the aim of protecting more sensitive coeliacs.
Each year they publish an updated list of gluten-free foodstuffs
(more than thirteen thousand)
which is sent out to members.
They can also make use of a barcode
reader, a miniature device which will
instantly reveal whether a product is
suitable or not for a gluten-free diet.
The Ministry of Health has drawn up
an early coeliac disease diagnosis
plan and increased the number of
diagnoses, thereby guaranteeing the
health and improved quality of life of
sufferers. The main aims of FACE are:
to raise social awareness and make
coeliacs’ lives easier. Asisa and Assistència Sanitària support them in
these aims.
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In a coeliac sufferer the walls of the
intestine are atrophied by the inflammation
caused by gluten, impeding the absorption
of nutrients. The only effective way to
treat coeliac disease and restore the
intestinal wall is to follow a strict,
lifelong gluten-free diet

health | a user’s tale

Now we have a diagnosis:
time to follow a gluten-free diet
| Dolors Borau
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As chance would have it a former
school friend of mine is now the
manager of the bank branch on my
street, allowing us to renew our
friendship. We sometimes meet up in
the afternoon in the park, and while
our daughters are playing we have a
chat. Over the last few months her
daughter, Laura, had been ill and we
had not seen each other, and so one
afternoon recently we went to visit
them.
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When I saw Laura I understood
why my friend had been so concerned. The girl was sad, drawn, fatigued and, although she had lost a lot
of weight, she had a really distended
stomach. She didn’t want to play. She
had been vomiting, hadn’t eaten for
days and would burst out crying as
soon as a plate of food was put down
in front of her. She also had constant
diarrhoea, and every time her mother
managed to get her to eat something,
she just felt worse. To begin with they
thought it was gastroenteritis, maybe one of the bugs that do the
rounds at school, although the
diarrhoea was rather strange:
very pale and fatty. Laura was
off school for a few days following
the typical diet of boiled rice and
grilled chicken or fish. As she did
not have a high temperature and
seemed to have made some improvement, although she was
still very under the weather,
she began to resume her normal routine and the vomiting
and pale-coloured diarrhoea
got worse. There was also a
change in her character: she
was grumpy, irritable and sad.
My friend was at her wits’
end at the way her daughter’s
condition was getting worse

and had been back to see her doctor,
who had far from good news for her:
“All the symptoms suggest that
Laura may have coeliac disease - intolerance to a protein known as gluten found in many cereals.”
The truth is that both my friend
and I had been very lucky during the
first three years of our daughters’ lives. Apart from the odd cold, runny
nose and a high temperature, they
had not suffered any complaint to
cause us concern. Both kids ate well,
slept well, they enjoyed playing and
were very happy little girls. For my
part I must confess that I really did
not want to think about illnesses,
and back when the paediatrician had
suggested we start with gluten-free
baby food that was the first time I
had heard the word, and didn’t ask
any questions. I knew that some
people have certain problems and
have to avoid some foods, but had
never given it much thought. Thanks
to Laura’s experience I have learnt a great deal, and now know that
gluten is the protein in cereals such
as wheat, oats, barley and rye. It is
the protein that gives flour dough
its elasticity, and in our society, with
wheat the basis of our diet, gluten is
to be found in a whole range of foods:
bread, pasta, biscuits, cakes, pizzas,
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pastries, some preserves use flour as
an additive to prevent the contents
from sticking (asparagus, for example), and there is also flour in sausages, some chocolate... none of which
I or my friend had known anything
about.
In order to work out what was
wrong with Laura they conducted
a full range of analyses looking for
specific markers. Coeliac disease has
an immunological basis and a blood
sample can provide the information,
although in order to establish the
diagnosis there is one essential test:
an intestinal biopsy. The specialist
dealing with the digestive tract and
endoscopy explained the whole procedure: they would take a sample of
the initial section of the small intestine to analyse the intestinal mucus
membranes. The test is not painful,
although it is somewhat uncomfortable as a tube has to be fed through
the mouth and down to the position
where the sample will be taken. As it
passes down the throat it produces
an unpleasant sensation of nausea.
My friend had a terrible time of it!
She tried to be brave, but nonetheless was tearing her hair out. Given
the urgent need to establish a diagnosis and treatment which would restore her daughter’s health, though,
she found she had to grin and bear
it. Although my daughter is a few
months younger, she was taller than
Laura, more well-built and healthierlooking, as a coeliac sufferer will,
without the appropriate diet, suffer
from malnutrition which affects the
growing process.
Once Laura began to follow a
strict diet based on gluten-free food
she recovered. Now she can eat meat,
fish, eggs, dairy produce, vegetables,
fruit and pulses like any other child,
but in terms of cereals can only eat
those which are gluten-free, such as
rice and corn. The diet followed by

| 11

Jordi Negret

coeliac children will allow them to
grow without suffering any nutrient
deficiency.
My friend contacted the association in her region who offered
her good advice. She has learned to
read the labels on manufactured foods in order to work out which con-

tain gluten. And she knows that the
best thing is to eat fresh produce
which has not been processed. As
her daughter now feels better and is
once again playing and smiling, she
finds that following a gluten-free diet,
although it may at times be inconvenient, is quite clearly worth the effort.

The girl was sad, drawn, fatigued and,
although she had lost a lot of weight, she
had a really distended stomach. She didn’t
even want to play. She had been vomiting,
hadn’t eaten for days and would burst
out crying as soon as a plate of food was
put down in front of her. And she also had
constant diarrhoea
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Cooking and gluten intolerance
| Dra. Perla Luzondo

Birthday cake
Ingredientes para 4 personas
• 3 eggs
• 2 natural yoghurts or one natural and
one flavoured
• 2 yoghurt pots of sugar
• 1 yoghurt pot of warm, liquid butter
• 1 sachet of gluten-free yeast
• flour: 1 yoghurt pot of rice flour, 1/2
yoghurt pot of baking powder.

Coeliacs have an intolerance to wheat, oats, barley and rye, so
when shopping they need to bear in mind that in the process of
handling and preparing foodstuffs companies use the flour of
these cereals in ham, sausages, cured meats, cheeses, sources,
pastries, etc. Which means that it is vital for their well-being that
they be familiar with two official labelling symbols.
1/ Crossed grain: this is the international symbol meaning “gluten-free”. Within
the official system of symbols the crossed grain device is the least restrictive,
distinguishing two different product categories:
* < 20 ppm (mg/kg): gluten-free product
* 20-100 ppm (mg/kg): low gluten content product.

Edmon Amill

2/ Grain and text: in Spain this symbol is used by FACE (Spanish Federation of
Coeliac Associations), guaranteeing coeliac consumers that products bearing
the symbol contain a maximum of 10 ppm (mg/kg) of gluten.

First mix the ingredients by beating
them vigorously together, add the
yeast and flour little by little, stirring
constantly. The cake tin can be lined with
silver foil allowing the layer of baked
cake to be removed before re-lining for
the new layer, performing this procedure
up to 3 times in a loose-bottomed cake
tin. The trick is to bake the layer which
will be the top of the cake followed by
the others in an oven preheated to 170°
C for around 20 minutes. The other
layers should also be baked for 20
minutes each. They can be filled with
chocolate spread diluted with water or
coeliac-friendly jam, likewise diluted
with one quarter part of water. For the
icing you could use chocolate or M&Ms,
grated coconut, chopped almonds, pine
nuts and sugar, candied fruit... A Swiss
roll style of cake is also a sure-fire
winner. Use an electric oven and success
is guaranteed.

The yearly shopping basket of a coeliac will on average cost
1600 euros more than the same products purchased by a noncoeliac, given the need to buy specific makes of bread, pasta,
biscuits, breakfast cereals, juice, potato crisps and even stuffed
olives.
In larger cities you will now find restaurants which are sensitive to the coeliac
issue and have deep fat fryers set aside specially for their chips, croquettes and
fritters, as foods intended for coeliacs cannot be cooked or fried with utensils
which have been used for foods containing gluten. Some pizzerias use a flour
mix of rice, maize, potato starch, buckwheat and quinoa for their fresh pasta and
pizzas, and also serve gluten-free beer and soft drinks.
At home you can use a food blender or coffee grinder to prepare your own
rice flour for soups and pastries, grind up chickpeas for battered fish or use
breadcrumbs made from stale gluten-free bread for meat escalopes.
For coeliac children the hardest part of coming to terms with their condition is on own or their classmates’ birthdays, when they will be unable to eat
all the sweets and sandwiches, go to a pizzeria or eat birthday cake unless it is
gluten-free.
In coeliac forums mothers are always complaining about the unpredictable
results of biscuit mixes and doughs for bread and pizzas, as gluten-free flour
needs more liquid and fat, and longer cooking time. Most complain that cakes
sink or crumble after cooking, hence my recommendation to employ a number
of simple tricks such as not cooking all the dough at once but, since it will need
to be filled later, instead preparing it in separate layers, ensuring that the dough
will rise while reducing the baking time.
This birthday cake recipe reminds one of the proportions of the famous
yoghurt cake, although with the addition of more liquid, a little more butter and
less flour.

cooperativism | ASISA

ASISA supports the first
Chair in Humanitarian
Medicine at King Juan Carlos
University

| E.P.

| Elvira Palencia

ASISA and Madrid’s URJC (King Juan Carlos University) have signed an agreement to
set up a Chair in Humanitarian Medicine with
the aim of fostering research, training and
awareness in the field of Humanitarian Medicine through a range of initiatives on those
three fronts.
The President of ASISA, Dr. Francisco
Ivorra, and the University’s Rector, Pedro
14 |
González-Trevijano,
signed the agreement
at the Faculty of Health Sciences, where the
Chair will be based.
The signing ceremony was also attended
by Ángel Gil, the Professor of Preventive Me-

ASISA
to offer
health care
services
to coeliac
sufferers

dicine and Public Health and director of the
master’s in Humanitarian Medicine Training
and Management, and the ASISA Director of
Planning and Development, Dr. María Tormo,
also co-director of the Chair, amongst others.
The agreement extends the partnership in place between the two organisations
since January with the master’s course, and
reflects the commitment of both bodies to
improving the training of future health professionals who will be dedicating their efforts
to improving the living conditions of those
populations most in need.

ASISA and FACE (the Federation of
Coeliac Associations of Spain) have
signed a partnership agreement under the terms of which employees
and members of all FACE’s constituent associations and their direct
relatives will have access to a health
care policy on advantageous terms.
The agreement, signed by
ASISA’s Managing Director, Dr. Enrique de Porres, and the Director of
FACE, Marta Teruel Parra, aims to
improve the quality of life of such
patients through personal care in
accordance with their needs.
In order to offer members and
relatives the very best health care,
FACE has placed its trust in ASISA
on the basis of its extensive care
network, its comprehensive portfolio of doctors and its professionalism.
Beneficiaries under this agreement
can attend any ASISA clinic of their
choice to make use of both primary
and specialist medical care, with the
very latest technology and no waiting lists.

Marta Teruel and the Dr. Enrique de Porres

Pedro González Trevijano and the Dr. Francisco Ivorra
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ASISA congratulates the synchronised
swimming team on their great success
in Moscow
| E.P.
On 6 December ASISA, as official
sponsor, welcomed home the synchronized swimming team on their return
from the World Trophy 2010 held in
Moscow, where the Spanish team
received a total of 389,375 points to
claim first place in the championship
ahead of their eternal rivals, Russia
who werw competing in front of their
home crowd.
The swimmers showed off the
fine trophy they won along with their
gold medals in the team, acrobatic

team and combo categories, as well
as a themed duet silver won by rising
young stars Andrea Fuentes and Ona
Carbonell.
Trainer Ana Tarrés explained that
the team was undergoing a process
of growth and renewal and that these
world championships had served to try
out new routines in terms of aerobic
and artistic expression which would be
featured in future competitions.
ASISA is proud of the achievements of the synchronised swimming

team, which it has supported since
2005, and which at these successful
championships demonstrated that
effort, tenacity and teamwork ultimately bring their rewards.

ASISA opens new headquarters in Leon
| E.P.
The ASISA regional office in Leon
formally opened its new premises on
23 November, at number 8, Calle Villa Benavente.
The opening ceremony was attended by: the President of ASISA,
Dr. Francisco Ivorra, the regional
representative for Leon, Dr. Manuel
Gordón, his counterpart for Valladolid, Dr. José Abad, the Network
Director, Valeriano Torres, and José
Manuel Cervera, along with other
ASISA executives.
Dr. Gordón highlighted the importance of approachable, personalised care in the quest for the highest
possible levels of quality, beginning
with accessible, centrally located
offices equipped with the latest
technology.
ASISA’s office in Leon has expanded considerably within the province
over the past year, with a substantial increase in its competitiveness
and number of policyholders. It now
has more than 300 health care pro-

fessionals on its books, covering all
medical disciplines and providing
services at centres including Leon’s
San Francisco Clinic, the Ponferrada
Clinic and the Hospital de la Reina, in
the El Bierzo region.
In the evening the Church of
San Marcos hosted a concert given
by the Óscar Esplá string quartet, a
group of young musicians from the
Queen Sofia School of Music sponsored by ASISA and the Albéniz Foundation, who performed works by Mozart and Tchaikovsky. The concert,
with an audience of close on 200
guests, was also attended by the
President of the Albéniz Foundation,
Paloma O’Shea.

Doctors Gordon, Ivorra, Abbot and Cervera

Paloma O´Shea and doctors Gordon and
Ivorra, with the musicians
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Assistència Sanitària expands
its bursary programme now
in its third year
| Oriol Conesa

The insurance body has renewed its commitment to the medical and university community for the 2010-11 academic
year, expanding the grants available to all university institutions offering third-cycle courses in the field of health.
A total of 30,000 euros will be given out in bursaries, covering 50% of students’ matriculation costs and thereby
supporting the training of new professionals. The programme includes a total of 330 master’s and post-graduate
courses which are in great demand from doctors and nurses.
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The Assistència Sanitària bursary
system for doctors and nurses, first
set up in 2008, is now in its third
year, with the aim of extending the
benefits offered to students and expanding its scope to all third-cycle
university courses in the field of
health in Catalonia. For the 2010-11
academic year bursary applications
will be open to students at Barcelona University, Barcelona Auto-

nomous University, Pompeu Fabra
University, Ramon Llull University
and the International University of
Catalonia, along with all their associate institutions. The programme
has as a whole been well received
by the medical and university community thanks to the rigorous selection process and its contribution
to the professional qualifications of
doctors and nurses, including 330

master’s and post-graduate courses
in the field of health.
With a budget of 30,000 euros,
the bursaries cover 50% of the cost
of matriculation for master’s or postgraduate studies, and are granted to
doctors and nurses pursuing studies
during the 2010-2011 academic year.
With the aim of supporting medical
professionals, the Bursaries Programme focuses on third-cycle studies,
giving an almost immediate impact
on professional practice, with a particular emphasis on nursing in recognition of its essential role in the proper
functioning of a health care system.
It is, meanwhile, one of the few programmes entirely funded by a private
institution in the field of health to be
found anywhere in Spain.
Since it was set up, the Assistència Sanitària bursaries programme
has attracted an ever-increasing
number of applications, with 27
grants being the awarded last time
around. This year the deadline for
applications falls on 16 January 2011.
Doctors and nurses with an interest in
the bursary programme can consult
the rules and requirements in order
to receive a grant on the Assistència
Sanitària website (www.asc.es).

Ever more members
involved in scias Social
Participation Department
activities
| O. C.

The activities organised by the
SCIA S S o cia l Pa r tici p atio n D e partment are now well established,
with a wide range of options involving the organisation’s membership
in the development and achievement
of its goals. Over recent months there
has been increase in the number of
people taking part in the conferences, courses, recreational and other
activities which are organised both
at its headquarters in Barcelona and
at other locations. In fact November
saw the staging of one of the two annual meetings of secretaries, spokespeople and coordinators of the leisure and working teams at the SCIAS
Social Participation Department was
held. Over the course of the meeting
updated figures on the activities at
Barcelona Hospital were presented,
and an overview of day-to-day social
participation events, news of SCIAS
and Assistència Sanitària, followed by
a question and answer session.
Among the cultural events held
recently, particular mention should
be made of the SCIAS Atzavara
Choir’s performance at Our Lady’s
Sanctuary of the Rosebush of Pompeia, to mark the church’s centenary.
The event attracted a large audience,
with the singers performing works by

Beethoven and Mozart, along with
traditional Catalan pieces and popular music from America, Russia and
Finland. On this occasion the choir
was conducted by Marco Mezquida,
a wonderful stand-in for the regular
conductor, Nerea de Miguel.
As in every quarter, a number
of conferences were also organised,
dealing both with health care and
cultural matters. Dr. Cabot discussed
the most common eye complaints in
elderly people, while Dr. Galí spoke
about the different types of fractures of the femur and the way in which
they are treated, this being one of the
most common accidents suffered by
certain segments of the population.
As for cultural seminars, these included in particular M. Isabel Pijoan’s
address on the literary persona of
Joan Maragall, along with “How do
they do the TV weather?”, delivered
by Francesc Mauri at the Assistència
Sanitària office in Manresa.
Exploration of the countryside
and new destinations is one of the
ventures which the SCIAS Social
Participation Department pursues
through its regular cultural visits.
The most recent included the outing
to Moià and Santa Maria de l’Estany
while the Penedès group visited Miravet Castle and the caves of Benifallet.
For 2011 a new programme of
the SCIAS Social Participation Department activities has already been
put in place. One addition this year is
the sardana course, where students
will learn not only to dance but also
to maintain the rhythm of Catalonia’s
traditional dance.

Award from the
Association
of Spanish
Paediatricians
for a Barcelona
Hospital study
| O. C.

A study on late premature babies drawn up by the
Paediatrics and Neonatal Department at Barcelona
Hospital received the Jerónimo Soriano Award for the
best article published in 2009 in the journal Anales de
Pediatría. The AEP (Association of Spanish Paediatricians) made its award on the basis of its thorough
review of morbidity and mortality among premature
babies born between 34 and 36 weeks. The study
draws the conclusion that this is a frequently underestimated population, despite its need for perinatal
and neonatal care and neurological monitoring.
The city of Teruel was the venue for the Jerónimo
Soriano awards ceremony for the best article published in Anales de Pediatría over the course of 2009,
through which the journal honours the figure viewed
as the first paediatrician in Spanish medical history.
This year the AEP extended this honour to the article
“Late Premature Babies: an underestimated risk population”, drawn up by a group of physicians headed
by Dr. Xavier Demestre of Barcelona Hospital’s Paediatrics and Neonatal Department. Anales de Pediatría,
the most prestigious paediatric journal in Spanish,
published the study in the month of June.
The work involves a review of mortality and morbidity among late premature babies, namely those
born between 34 and 36 weeks, previously referred
to as “near-term”. With the progressive survival rates
of smaller premature babies they have been viewed
as low-risk, although this is not the case given that
they have a much higher rate of morbidity and mortality when compared with those born at term (in other
words beyond 36 weeks). This experience has led to
the consideration of changes in obstetric protocols
in an attempt to ensure that birth takes place as close as possible to 38-39 weeks. Aside from premature
deliveries on medical advice and spontaneous births,
an attempt must be made to avoid iatrogenic interventions where there is no clear indication of the end of
gestation which, on occasion, are based more on the
convenience of the obstetrician or the mother.
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Assistència Sanitària presents
the first medical consultation
application for smartphones with
augmented reality
| Oriol Conesa
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The medical insurer has launched a
new specific accessibility service including contact with the SUD Home
Emergencies Service, a medical list
consultation and location function,
searches for urgent and hospital
care centres, augmented reality and
other medical services using the new
generation of smart phones. It is the
first application of such functions
developed in the medical insurance sector anywhere in Spain. The
usability-based tool is the result of
the organisation’s commitment to
guarantee optimum care as accessibly as possible in response to its
policyholders’ health issues.
Assistència Sanitària is therefore
providing members with an application free of charge for the iPhone
(Apple), Blackberry and Android (Google), offering a range of functions
providing access to the insurer’s
services. In addition to contact with
the SUD service and the possibility of
consulting and locating health care
facilities and the organisation’s medical lists, the most novel aspect of
the application involves augmented
reality. Now for the first time in Spain
a mobile phone can be used to locate
the closest doctor or centre, to find
out how far away they are and how
to get there simply by pointing the
camera as if it were a compass.
The application’s simple and
user-friendly design is based on intuitive principles, thereby making it
more effective in dealing with con-

sultations demanding an immediate response. It is the first time that
augmented reality has been used in
the medical sector in Spain, and undoubtedly offers policyholders added
value. Smartphone applications are
changing the way we access information and services and will shape
a new Internet model, with such
applications already having 13 million users in Spain. In the words of
Dr. Ignacio Orce, President of Assistència Sanitària, “we are aware that
this trend will continue to grow over
the coming year, above all among
certain segments of the population,
and are aiming to integrate new technologies in our range of services and
products”. A directory with a geo-positioning system, among other tools,
provides the ideal way to guarantee
quality health care and achieve greater proximity to policyholders.
The application is currently in the
testing phase and will soon be available free of charge for download from
the virtual stores of Apple, Blackberry and Android, and also via the Assistència Sanitària website (www.asc.
es). The positive results seen in the
pilot tests suggest that the available
functionalities could soon be expanded, and then automatically implemented as soon as they are released
thanks to the regular update system
with which the handset is equipped.
Assistència Sanitària is an exponent of healthcare co-operativism,
the distinct self-management model

devised by Dr. Josep Espriu some
fifty years ago, based on equality of
doctors and users on decision-making and management bodies. The
organisation now has some 20,000
policyholders who can call on the
services of a list of more than 4,000
doctors. It is also the official medical
care provider of Barcelona Football
Club.

SANT JORDI TEXTS
Below we reproduce the essays which won the 2010 Sant Jordi writing competition organised by the
SCIAS-Barcelona Hospital Social Participation Department for the organisation’s younger members.

THE MAGIC OF ST GEORGE’S DAY
Pseudonym: Wonderer

Group

A

Dawn had broken with clear skies, a gentle breeze which ruffled the hair and a bright sun with no clouds to conceal it. A
splendid day, fit for the occasion. For it was a special day in the Catalan calendar, and a date of significance for many cultures
worldwide. It was St George’s Day, the 23rd of April. An unquestionably great day.
He was late. Hurriedly he went downstairs. First he had to go to the publishers to check the schedule for the day, then he
would be signing copies of his latest book, before he could finally enjoy the occasion incognito, doing whatever he pleased.
“Aaaah!” yawned Sònia. Today being a holiday she was taking the opportunity to have her great hero sign the book which
she had kept like a treasure trove for the past week. Having read it in just a few days, she had been looking forward to this day
ever since.
By 8 in the morning he was up. He always had work to do, but today there would be twice as much. On a holiday people
always messed up the premises more, and for some unknown reason his always ended up the dirtiest. The earlier he arrived,
then, the better. So he rustled up a quick breakfast and set off straight away, losing no time.
When he left his publishers they took him straight to the shop where he would be signing books practically the whole morning.
It was a humdrum task, the only attraction for him being in the knowledge that people idolised him. And so he arrived, sat down
on the hard chair from which he might not be able to stand up for a good half hour, and prepared to give his hand a workout.
Sònia entered the shop full of excitement at realising her dream! This famous author would write a dedication in her book!
She was not disheartened by the long queues or the stuffy atmosphere had filled the room. She joined the queue and waited.
Sweeping this way, sweeping the other, cleaning one window, cleaning another. That was how it went for a good while until
the celebrated writer arrived, accompanied by an endless entourage of his beloved readers. “Such expectation! And for what?
A dedication and a meaningless signature! Pah!” he had more important things to think about.
“What a bore!” was the thought going through the mind of Jordi, the author, after an hour writing out “best wishes”, “I hope
you like it” and suchlike.
“How exciting!”. Just a few minutes and she would be face-to-face with her hero! Wasn’t it wonderful, a dream come true?
Sònia was beside herself with joy.
“A few minutes till I clock off,” thought Lorenzo, passively. The stupidity he had to put up with as a cleaner. He had heard things
which, if he were not such a peaceable soul, would have had him in a rage.
Suddenly all those thoughts and the voices of the hundreds of people in the shop fell silent. Something unexpected happened:
the lights went out. And then chaos reigned. The doors were closing! A short but clear message over the public address system
appealed for everyone to sit down calmly on the floor.
Jordi, a somewhat fearful individual, had run so fast he was breathless.
Sònia did not know where she was, and could barely hear the public address system.
Lorenzo, who had seen worse things happen, sat down quite unperturbed.
Sònia looked for people around her but could see nothing. When she asked if there was anyone there, Jordi and Lorenzo
answered.
They started talking to forget the feeling of impotence, as all they could do was wait.
None of them knew who the others were; they could speak anonymously. Lorenzo mentioned that the star author signing the
books struck him as a little arrogant, with his pose of superiority. Sònia had to agree it was true, that the success and fame had
gone to his head a little, but one could not deny that he wrote well. Lorenzo, who was not much of a reader, reckoned that
describing four characters whose lives become entangled after some event was nothing particularly special, quite easy really.
At this point Jordi spoke up, suggesting that the plot might not be remarkable, but it was the form of expression which really
gave it its substance. Sònia, in complete agreement, said she had tried writing on occasion but had got nowhere. It was too

difficult, and she had given it up. The author encouraged her to keep on writing. Lorenzo, meanwhile, advised her to get a
stable job which would give her enough to live on, even if she never became famous, as often the average person in the street
lives a much better life than a celebrity. And then the lights came back on.
Still half dazzled, they set off following the crowd, and so when they looked around to see who they had been talking to for
those brief but fruitful moments they could no longer see one another. Or so it appeared.
And so they carried on with their business: signing, waiting, cleaning...
At long last the author dedicated her book but Sònia, amid all the hustle and bustle, could not read what he had written. As
she walked out, one of the staff gave her a wink.
Back at home, at last able to read what the writer had put, she couldn’t believe her eyes. He had written that no one is born
knowing how to write. And then she remembered the friendly gesture of that member of staff... And she sat down to write, with
enthusiasm and dedication, having realised that they were the two mystery men with whom she had been talking in the dark.
After many years of hard work, Sonía had become a famous writer, not in the least arrogant, though, aware that despite her
fame plenty of other people were living contented lives, and not at all envious of her.
What no one ever discovered was why the lights had gone out, indirectly serving as the spur for Sònia’s fame. Who knows,
perhaps the magic of St George?

AN OUTSIDER BREATHES OVER THE ASHES OF POMPEII
Pseudonym: Pichi

Group

B

Arriving at a strange new place and finding yourself all alone you feel like an outsider both from the world and from life itself.
You remember where you have come from and curse the fact that you do not know where you are going. You stop still in the
cold, dark night and slump down onto the dusty sofa of a cheap hotel room.
The noise of the dirty rain bouncing off the broken windows lulls you into deep dreams, in which all of a sudden there appear
doves of peace with bloodied wings before which you flee deliriously into the void, where thousands of tortured souls await
you. Like you they have been declared undesirable by a beautiful and yet cruel society. The distorted music emerging from
the television wakes you up, sweaty and troubled, but just a few seconds staring at the screen are enough to realise that the
melancholy waltz being danced by a resplendent Hollywood couple has nothing to do with your metaphorical nightmare. In
one scene of the black-and-white film there eventually crops up the routine, eternal American discourse, in praise of liberty,
love and respect. Those meaningless words overlooked by humanity no longer disturb and enrage you as they once did, but
simply prompt you to change channel. Against a crimson backdrop you see another couple straining to dance a tango in the
backyard of a block of flats. Is it that the whole world has agreed that this is the night of dance and passion? Which would mean
that once again you have been excluded from their happy goings-on.
The beating muscle inside your chest once again feels the icy tremors which, like the light that guides a ship, lead you to wish
unspeakable outrages on those enjoying the slightest happiness which you so lack. As now a dense, dark smoke emits from feet
that the joy of dancing have left damaged and injured, and blackens the sky to such an extent that it sucks all joy from the face
of the Earth, passing through volcanic shops to become the ashes of Pompeii. And on a whim, you with your outsider’s breath,
can scatter them far and wide, the desperate people breathing in the essence of a Cupid now dead.
Once again, though, you emerge from your daydream to find the damp cushion rent by heavy teardrops. A new dawn peeps
over the horizon as you ardently wish an end to all your misery. Gathering the best of your will you head out onto the street
and force yourself to see the sweet intentions blossoming from the still storm-ravaged roadside. You dispel the vipers of your
rage, replacing them with a smile worthy of the very gods of Olympus. And, without wishing to admit it, you realise that your
stormy mood has given way to a smiling and jovial disposition which gradually floods the nooks and crannies of your former
remorse with gentle light.
You forge your way into the deafening multitude, knowing it is possible that your silence could give you away. And then you
happily realise that nymphs have camped out on the city streets and that, with the pretext of a day of flowers, these docile
creatures have cast off their white orchids to cast a shower of red-petalled roses.
All of a sudden you feel burning flames in your stomach and explode with sobs of joy, and for the first time feel a part of something. St George has once again slain the dragon.
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The path to universal health
system coverage
| Jose Pérez
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Public health expenditure as a percentage of total government expenditure by WHO region,
2000-2007

WHO

The current situation of economic
crisis is forcing governments to redouble their efforts to finance health
expenditure. Meanwhile, health care
demands are growing rapidly as a
result of factors such as the ageing
population, an increase in chronic
disease and the rising cost of certain
treatments. The World Health Organization, aware of these circumstances, has dedicated its annual report
on health worldwide to the funding
of health systems, recommending a
number of formulae for governments
to increase health resources and use
them more efficiently.
The report, entitled Health Systems Financing: the path to universal
coverage, offers a series of suggestions intended to improve the financing of health systems in order, among
other things, to prevent health care
bills from driving a hundred million
people into poverty each year. The
empirical data gathered worldwide
explain how countries, both rich and
poor, can adapt to their health financing mechanisms in order to provide
more people with access to the care
they require. The WHO likewise encourages the international community to support the efforts made by
low-income countries with limited
resources to achieve greater health
care coverage.
When the report was presented
at the inter-ministerial conference
in Berlin on 22 November, the WHO’s
Director-General, Margaret Chan,
stated that “government pressure
to adopt the right political decisions
increases in response to growing public demands for access to affordable,
quality medical care. At a time when

money is in short supply, my advice
to countries is this: before looking for
possible cuts in health care expenditure, they should seek ways of improving efficiency. All health systems in
all countries could use their resources better, whether through improved
procurement practices, greater use of
generic products, greater incentives
for suppliers or simplified funding and
administrative structures”. Dr. Chan
particularly stressed the fact that “no
one requiring health care should as a
result run the risk of financial ruin”,
in clear reference to health systems
based on direct payment for care. As
the report states, on occasion the use
of health services leads citizens to run
up bills which are devastating for their
personal economic situation when it
comes to paying for the care received, driving them into penury. In some
countries up to 11% of the population
is subject to this type of serious financial difficulty each year, with as many
as 5% being plunged into poverty.
Worldwide some 150 million people
each year suffer financial disaster

for such reasons, while a further 100
million find themselves forced to live
below the poverty line. Such a situation, caused by the financial burden
involved in direct payment, is worsened by the loss of revenue suffered by
patients and, to a degree, the relatives
caring for them. According to the International Labour Organisation (ILO),
only one out of every five people
worldwide enjoys some form of Social
Security which would cover their loss
of salary in the event of illness, while
more than half of the world’s population enjoys no formal system of social
protection. Only between 5% and 10%
of people have cover in Sub-Saharan
Africa and South Asia, while in middleincome countries levels of coverage
range from 20% to 60%.
Another obstacle on the road to
universal health coverage, according
to the WHO report, is the availability
of resources. No country, irrespective
of its wealth, has been able to guarantee all citizens immediate access to all
technologies or interventions which
could improve their health or lengthen
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As for an increase in the availability of funds to finance health,
the WHO’s DG stated that “national
wealth is not a prerequisite in order
to move towards universal coverage.
Countries with similar levels of health
expenditure achieve surprisingly different health outcomes in relation to
their investments”, these differences
being attributed by her to political
decision-making. The strategies proposed by the WHO allowing states
to increase the financial resources
available for health are based on increasing efficiency in collecting them,
preventing the avoidance of taxes
and insurance premiums in the black
economy; re-establishing the priority
of health expenditure in general state budgets; the quest for innovative
sources of finance, such as for example the application of taxes to products which are harmful for health,
and greater international assistance
in health development.
The third sphere of action mentioned by the international body in
its report involves guaranteeing that
resources are employed efficiently,
avoiding waste. “In all countries there are opportunities to achieve more
with the same resources; For example, expensive medication is often
employed when there are cheaper,
equally effective options,” says Dr.
Chan. According to the WHO, in many
countries excessive use is made of antibiotics and injections, while storage
methods are poor, leading the drugs

to deteriorate. A reduction in unnecessary expenditure on medication
and more appropriate drug usage, together with improved quality control,
could save countries up to 5% of their
health budgets. Other proposals set
out in the report with regard to this
area of action focus on deriving the
greatest benefit from technologies
and health services, motivating health
care staff, improving hospital efficiency, attacking corruption and reducing
medical error.
The WHO lastly suggests that the
current financing systems in each
country serve as the baseline situation in accordance with their individual values, limitations and opportunities, embarking on a process which
should draw on national and international experiences.

WHO

their life. A third obstacle identified
in the report is the inefficient and inequitable use of resources, leading to
a figure of between 20% and 40% of
all funding dedicated to health being
misspent worldwide.
In order to overcome these obstacles, the WHO proposes action on
three fronts: development of prepayment and the sharing of risk in
order to avoid dependency on direct
payments when medical care is required, greater funding availability and
improved resource management.
According to the WHO, in order
to avoid direct payment dependency
the shift should be towards a more
equitable funding system, eliminating the economic obstacles which
prevent segments of the population
from receiving health care. Countries
such as Japan, which guarantees the
provision of health services to the
entire population, have achieved this
thanks to mechanisms which build up
a communal fund, meaning that the
financial burden is not borne solely
by the patient. These mechanisms
are based on payments made before
one falls ill and which are shared out
in some way, and then employed to
fund the treatment and rehabilitation
of those suffering disease and disability, as well as disease prevention.
Only when direct payments represent
less than 15%-20% of overall health
expenditure does the impact of financial ruin and impoverishment drop to
insignificant levels.

Nigerian Social Security beneficiaries show
their health cards

IHCO Board Meeting
| J. P.
On December 1st, the International Health Co-operative Organisation held its Board Meeting, chaired by Dr. José Carlos Guisado, vicepresident of the Espriu Foundation. On this occasion, in which representatives from health co-operatives of Argentina, Brazil, Sweden, Malaysia
and Spain took part, the meeting took place through the Internet for
the first time, as part of the cost-reduction measures of the international organisation in line with the current economic situation.
The main issue addressed at the meeting was the progress made
in the current restructuring process of the Sectoral Organisations of
the International Co-operative Alliance, among them the IHCO. The
chair presented a detailed report regarding the steps taken to date
with regard to the status of the IHCO, its interrelation with other Sectoral Organisations and its funding.

The members of the board approved the report and expressed
their support to the chair for him to continue with the task in progress
initiated in collaboration with other Sectoral Organisations. This is
to achieve a position within the ICA which makes it possible to carry
out successfully the working plan approved in the meeting held in
Washington last July, while contributing to the efforts that the global
co-operative movement is making. Hopefully therefore 2012,declared
the International Year of Co-operatives by the United Nations, can be
a turning point in the implementation of the co-operative business
model.
The board also agreed to accept the invitation from Dr. Eudes de
Freitas Aquino, president of Unimed of Brazil, to hold the next meeting
on February 23 in Sao Paulo (Brazil).
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The Espriu Foundation institutions
are featured in the report
«Sectors of the New Economy
20+20: Social Economy»
| Jose Pérez
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The Espriu Foundation and the business model represented by the institutions it comprises are featured in
the report «Sectors of the new economy 20+20», recently published by
the Escuela de Organización Industrial (EOI) and carried out by a team
of researchers from CIRIEC-Spain.
The Espriu Foundation, together
with other Social Economy cooperatives and institutions, features in
the report as a successful business
experience, representing values such
as sustainability, creativity, transparency, participation, responsibility
and commitment.
The selected business case studies are all from the Social Economy
market subsector. They were chosen
by the Spanish Business Confederation of Social Economy (CEPES), based on business location and market
sector criteria from among innovative and successful companies that
stand out for their organisational
capacity, their market implementation, their social approach and their
efficient management of processes
and products.
The report stresses that «the
Espriu Foundation can teach us how
cooperative values can be extended
beyond the collective itself. The ins-

titutions of the Espriu Foundation were initially promoted
by doctors; however, these are
only 50% of the project, given
that health service users have
also been taken into account. The
Espriu Foundation has always taken
into consideration that health services are a basic right, and that society
needs the health system to provide
quality services. In addition, it should
be the doctors themselves who really
provide these services in a pleasant,
dignified and satisfactory manner.
It is a win-win scenario, where both
sides win. »
One of the conclusions of the
report about the Espriu Foundation,
is that the key to success lies in the
collaboration between the providers
of a service and its recipients, favouring the creation of sustainable
social value. The report argues that
«the pooling of needs and preferences of providers and clients, grouped
around an organisation with strong
cooperative values, can create full
value in the long term, exceeding
the financial benefits that would be
obtained with a general commercial
model.»
The Report concludes with a series of «transversal lessons», based

o n th e co m m o n
characteristics of the
organizations analysed. One of the
most noteworthy lessons is that the
values of Social Economy companies
differ clearly from ordinary companies controlled by capital; they are
focused on long-term feasibility, based on satisfying the needs of their
clients; they generate a high number
of jobs; they are committed to quality
in production processes, as a guarantee of sustainability; they are linked
to their territory, rather than other
more impersonal concepts and have
a high rate of networked collaborative work.
The final conclusion of the report
is that social economy and sustainable business feasibility come naturally when social values, entrepreneurial people, flexible organisations
and work well done are all brought
together.
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The social economy
and co-operation for
development

New Director
appointed at
Cooperatives
Europe

| J. P.

| J.P.

Co-operation for development policies is increasing interest in generating mechanisms and instruments
to involve more the private business sector in activities which, due
to their nature and characteristics,
contribute to reducing the levels of
poverty in member countries of cooperation for development. Co-operation for development strategies in
Spain are aimed at economic growth
and promotion of the business sector, in order to use it to reduce poverty in quicker and more effective
ways. To do this, they increasingly
look at the co-operative and social
economy sector.
With a view to promoting an
exchange of experiences and good
practices among Social Economy
organisations and bodies that are
carrying out co-operation for development projects or are interested in
setting up this kind of work, on December 15, the Spanish Business Confederation of Social Economy (CEPES

in its Spanish acronym) organised a
workshop in Madrid. The main social economy organizations in Spain
took part, including the Espriu Foundation, which was represented by
its Vice-president Dr. José Carlos
Guisado. Dr. Guisado gave a presentation on the main co-operation for
development projects being carried
out by the institutions of the Espriu
Foundation.
The workshop, entitled «Social
economy and co-operation for development», was sponsored by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation and was attended by the
Secretary of State for International
Co-operation, Soraya Rodríguez.
The participants in the meeting
outlined some areas of work in the
field of co-operation that should
be promoted by CEPES and create d a p ro gramm e of ac tions to
give more visibility to and promote
t h e r o l e o f s o c i a l e c o n o my i n
co-operation.

The Dr. Guisado took part in
the workshop “ The Social
Economy as a managerial
actor of the cooperation to the
development “

The Cooperatives Europe Board of Directors has
appointed Klaus Niederländer as the new Director of
Cooperatives Europe asbl and as the Regional Director
for Europe of the International Co-operative Alliance
(ICA).
Klaus Niederländer has a professional background
in enterprise development via his experience as a financial analyst, management consultant and SME
programme manager in Europe, Africa and the USA.
He has a Masters degree in European Economics and
BA in Business). He has hands-on experience of developing cooperative enterprises and movements in
various countries of Africa (e.g.in the artisanal textile
sector and for the development of fairtrade cotton).
Cooperative development has deep roots in his family’s
history with their involvement in the creation and development of the local cooperative banking and agricultural sector in the South Western part of Germany
Etienne Pflimlin and Felice Scalvini, co-Presidents
of Cooperatives Europe, in announcing the appointment said, «We and the Board of Directors look
forward to working with Klaus Niederländer to take the
organisation into its next phase of development whilst
continuing to defend and to promote the viability of the
co-operative business model throughout Europe. Klaus
has demonstrated that he has the skills, knowledge and
the ability necessary for this
demanding role but also that
he has the proven interest in
developing the sustainable
economy of tomorrow and is
committed to using our cooperative principles as a lever
for change.»
Mr. Niederländer took up
the appointment on 15 November 2010 succeeding RaiKlaus Niederländer, new
ner Schlüter who was DirecDirector of Cooperatives
tor until April 2010.
Europe
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Conference: “Gregorio Marañón: a Spanish Catalanist”
The Espriu Foundation, in partnership with ASISA, Assistència Sanitària and SCIAS-Barcelona Hospital is organising the conference “Gregorio Marañón: a Spanish Catalanist”, to be delivered by
Antonio López Vega, Professor of Contemporary History at Madrid’s Complutense University. The
event, to be staged in Barcelona, is intended to commemorate 50 years since the passing away of
a doctor who was ahead of his time.

Meeting of the IHCO Governing Council
The International Health Co-operatives Organisation (IHCO) will be holding the next meeting of its
Governing Council in São Paulo, Brazil. The meeting will be chaired by Dr. José Carlos Guisado,
Vice-President of the Espriu Foundation.

3rd International Research Conference on the Social Economy
CIRIEC-Spain will be staging this conference in Valladolid under the title The Social Economy: cornerstone of a new model of sustainable economic development. The aim will be to explore the role
which the Social Economy could occupy in a new model of economic development which would
be sustainable for the countries both of the North and of the South. The main thematic issues on
which the conference is to focus will be: the Social Economy as a powerful socio-economic actor
and as a vehicle for social and economic change, the allies of the Social Economy in a new model
of sustainable economic development and the role of States and international institutions with
regard to the Social Economy.

General Assembly of the ICA
The International Co-operative Alliance (ICA) will be holding its biannual General Assembly in
Cancun, Mexico. On this occasion as well as dealing with internal administrative issues the assembly will also mark the start of the calendar of events organised for the International Year of
Co-operatives.

IN PRAISE OF SLOW EDUCATION

Illustrations: Jaume Roure

Education is the backbone of society. It is in truth the process by means of which any human group defines and confirms itself as such, sharing its knowledge and values allowing people to live side-by-side and
evolve. It therefore comes as no surprise that social crises are often associated with the world of education, with the increasingly evident lack of a new approach to the education of children and young people.
Violence in the classroom, lack of personal responsibility, apathy, the growing gap between teachers and
families... are just some of the consequences .

I need time:
time to teach, time to live!
Joan Domènec
Primary teacher and writer

W

e live in a continuous paradox. We have created a society
in which we have a greater life
expectancy than we could ever
have imagined, and yet time is constantly slipping through our fingers, at work, at home
or with our families. The cry of “I haven’t got
time” defines our behaviour, leading us to a
constant frustration which we can’t fight.
We have made our lives faster, but have
gained no more time for ourselves in return.
The speed with which people travel in the
Western world has increased fivefold over
the past fifty years, while the time we spend
travelling is practically the same. The little

time we have gained we are forced to spend
working in order to finance increasingly expensive means of communication...
This predominance of speed as a sign of
progress, itself a highly questionable concept,
has led us to an era characterised by fragmentation and compartmentalisation in which
past and future seem to make no sense, and
all that matters is the present. Time has been
colonised and occupied, giving us the impression that there is someone filling up our
timetables, but not strictly for our benefit. Accelerated time which values only those things
which can be done quicker, first, as a result of
an absurd competitiveness. In short, time dictated by the quantitative god Chronos, with
events valued in terms of the time they last,
not the quality of substance they contain.
Schools have, since they were first created,
represented time and space. A different time
and space from that which lies outside the
scholastic world. As the concept of educatio-

nal time has gradually evolved, we now find
it highly accessible and open and flexible: I
can learn at any time, anywhere in the world.
The consolidation of this process has led to
the characteristics which we have set out
as our model of schooling.
And so we find ourselves occupying
fragmented time, fitting the curriculum
into a gridwork which isolates each of its
disciplines. Time which reaches absurd
levels as we invent the 50-minute hour,
or subjugate learning to the quantity of
time which has been spent.
Colonised educational time. In our
drive for technical efficiency we are
capable of organising school and educational time as a whole, filling it with
the absurd pretence that the more time is
spent on it, the better and more extensive
our students’ learning will be. We meanwhile have the feeling that neither teachers nor
families nor, of course, students themselves,
can decide how they wish to spend their time:
someone decides it for them.
Accelerated educational time which aims
to achieve increased learning, faster, earlier,
better. In short, time dictated by quantity.
One need only turn to the debates and reflections generated by the curriculum here
in Catalonia: the sixth hour, hours spent on
Spanish or a third language, etc.
A school and an educational system defined by this fragmented, quantitative, accelerated and colonised concept do not meet
the educational needs of our society, with its
desire to achieve greater levels of learning for
the whole population. If we really want education to be all-inclusive and to benefit all, to
be based on learning which goes hand-inhand with understanding, we need a different concept of time in our schools and in
education.
We need to give time back to people and
to learning. Educational time marked by Kairos, by quality, by the importance of events,
what happens in the classroom as a space for
communication and learning.
Such educational time must be based on
a set of principles of which the following are
the most important.

• Understanding education as a slow activity. At its very heart education represents
a slow passage through many seasons, during which individuals follow a process
which will help them grow intellectually
and emotionally. If education is to achieve a thorough understanding of events, it
must necessarily be slow, in other words it
must be afforded sufficient time in order
to achieve its aims.
• All learning requires time in order to be
developed and established. If we want
knowledge to promote wisdom, we need
time in a multiplicity of dimensions. All
educational activities must be able to define their own specific time, rather than the
other way round, with educational activities being defined by the time previously
allotted to them.
• In education, less is more. An overload of
teaching content does not lead to greater
learning. Quantity often leads to superficiality and mediocrity and, in education,
what matters is that learning should achieve depth.
• Educational time is global time within
which we must interrelate all stimuli,
areas and educational moments derived
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from formal, non-formal and informal
education. All must form part of the same
individual and collective educational process. In any event, formal education is a
good place to integrate the set of messages
received by each student over the course of
his or her life.
• Every student needs time to learn. A focus
on diversity is one of our current needs,
given the differences in origin, culture,
interests, abilities and so forth which we
find in students at school. Giving each of
our students time for learning does not
mean reducing the educational level, but
adapting it to the potential of each child.
• All learning must take place at the right
moment. Even if we do bring learning
forward in time, we will not achieve better results in the medium and long terms.
Premature learning may achieve spectacular results in the short term, but by taking
a longer perspective we need to establish
whether it offers an individual student any
benefits on his or her personal pathway.
• Slow education means prioritising the role
of the teacher in carrying out these aims.
This must be done knowing that we do not
have enough time for everything. If we
manage time in isolation without defining
our goals, we end up with a technical and
bureaucratic model of education.
• Education needs the pressure of time without time. In order to establish and consolidate learning, we need time and space

We must not turn education into
a constant academic activity.
We need to create spaces free of
didactic and pedagogical pressure in
order to offer the time required for
deliberation and meditation
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free of pressure and content. We must not
turn education into a constant academic
activity. We need to create spaces free of
didactic and pedagogical pressure in order
to offer the time required for deliberation
and meditation, key issues in achieving
depth of learning. Play is one example of
an essential activity which should not directly generate any form of learning.
• Another principle we want to stress is restoring time to childhood and to the school
population in general. Restoring time in
order to grant everyone the opportunity to
assimilate, to live, to understand, to comprehend and build their own learning experience. To have time and to use it freely
and independently, as a requirement to
learn more and better. This means directly
freeing up the time dedicated to a whole
range of activities from a very early age.
• Teachers need to regain some of their
time, to prioritise better, to apply a more
qualitative vision to the act of education.
They need to approach their profession
and their life in a way which balances out
all these principles not only as teachers,
but also as people. One important goal is
to create informal spaces for contact and
training; that can be maintained, ensuring that changes and improvements are
lasting. Above all we must not dedicate
our time to achieving short-term results,
encouraging competitiveness or selective
processes.
These principles, rather than a new educational, methodological or didactic model, represent a proposal for creating and applying
a different concept of time so that a genuine improvement in the quality of schooling
and education is achieved. It is not about organising ourselves better, but being able to
adapt education to each activity and to each
individual. Restoring time to learning and to
people, from a qualitative viewpoint, is one
of the key aspects of improving what is such
an important process for our society.

One of the pillars of slow education is the concept of time. Today everything happens and
affects us so quickly. We lead accelerated lives, barely realising what is happening to us. Our
days seem to leave us breathless. That is precisely the idea behind the latest book by Josep M.
Esquirol, the author of El respirar dels dies (Paidós, 2009).

“Education is a maturing process,
and that requires time”

Pep Herrero

Sergi Rodriguez

Josep M. Esquirol:
philosopher and writer

Certain authors speak of an acceleration of
history. How does that affect people’s perception of time?
The acceleration of history has to do with the
characteristics of our society over the past
two centuries, in particular the last century,
in the sense that this technological society
changes at a much faster pace than in previous eras. It is a backdrop which affects our
daily life and the way we see and experience
things, in other words our experience of time.
It means living an accelerated life, a rapid succession of events which can even end up causing stress. This can be seen in people’s lives,
and is the reason behind the many therapies
employed as a consequence.
Do we live accelerated lives because we are
aware of our finite nature or because, with
globalisation, we want to be everywhere at
once?
The realisation that our time is finite does not
lead us to live our life in a hurry but to enjoy
time less and perceive it as increasingly fleeting. We do not reflect enough in our lives. We
need to slow down the pace of life in order to
make our finite state not a fleeting affair, but
the object of contemplation. When you are
going too fast time passes even more quickly
than when you are at a standstill. We need to
step back and put things in perspective. Angelus Silesius remarked as early as the 16th
century that if you stand still, in a way, time
also stands still. Well, it doesn’t stand still,
but it does slow down. If you live calmly, then
the world also seems calm.

Today, though, with the transport and media available to us, we get the impression
that nothing is impossible. Does that also
speed up time?
Absolutely. Today we feel that we can be in different places almost simultaneously thanks
to a virtuality which is not weighed down
by our physical presence. The web, for example, allows you to consult a library located
somewhere else on the globe while also conducting a virtual visit of the ruins of some ancient city which has been rebuilt. You get the
feeling that you can travel simultaneously to
all these far-flung places. That can even lead
to a sense of ubiquity. As all these things require our attention, and that means our time,
we often end up not really seeing and doing
anything, as with a package tour where you
visit too many different places into short time.
Is it wrong to believe that living fast means
living intensely?
Yes, of course. There is a classic image we find
here: that life seems like a moving train, and
we have to race to catch it. That is wrong. Racing around does not mean you are experiencing life intensely. Along with all this speed
there is a degree of automatism which also
means we fail to take things in. Theodor Adorno refers to this in terms of the automatic doors which began to replace manually opened
doors in the 1950s. Intense experience does
not mean experiencing many things. Intensity is not about extent or accumulation, but
depth: getting to the heart of things, exploring what lies beneath the surface.
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Would that idea be consistent with the need
to learn to look, which you discussed in
your previous work, El respecte o la mirada
atenta?
Yes, the similarity is quite clear. The idea was
that in order to pay attention you have to be
willing, dedicated and to make time. You can’t
pay attention if you are speeding along. Paying attention to things demands calm intent
over a period of time. Hence the historical references to the contemplative life of religious
orders. It is not about just peace and quiet, but
combining different things, focusing on them
closely and so stretching out time. The idea is
not to do lots of different things, but to pay
close attention to each one of them.

How can we educate our children and young
people in the use of time? Is it perhaps more
qualitative than quantitative?
In terms of education it is best not to talk
of time. Over recent years we have seen the
emergence of the rhetoric of time management, as a result of the way in which our lives have speeded up. I feel that we need to be
heading in a different direction. In the world
of education, and in particular the world of
young people, what really matters is paying
attention to each separate thing. If we don’t
want our children to skip glibly over the names or measurements, then they must be
prepared to pay attention. Which means we
should not be compacting the syllabus, trying
to do too many things in one hour. You cannot simply string things together without any
form of continuity or make the world of education mimic the conflicts of the adult world.
In truth education is a maturing process,
and that requires time. It is not about
an ode to slowness or stretching out
our time, but of ref lecting about
what it means to educate and to train. We see young people following
courses packed f ull of subject
matter and more or less repeating
things parrot-fashion, but there is
no basis to what they have memorised, and they have explored the
subject so superficially that it will
soon fade away.
Perhaps they need to be encouraged
to value what is close, in a world
which in fact values what is distant...
That is a very apt word you have used
there: proximity. It seems a little
paradoxical, but proximity is something you either achieve or you don’t.
Technological connectivity may give
you the sensation of quick and easy
access to many things. But it takes
dedication to explore them in depth.
You need someone to help you out. We
need to restore the role of the educator in helping the student connect
with this level of depth, offering enjoyment and development beyond the
instrumental skills themselves. Social
networks suggest a proximity which

is not real, or in any case is inadequate, because proximity means having company,
sharing, observing, comprehending, living... things which do not simply arise
spontaneously out of nothing.

And this new experience of time also helps
us position ourselves in each developmental
stage, not slowing down our progress, but
not burning bridges either?
That is to some extent the idea of the
right time, which arises when one lives
and pays attention to one’s life, because
one has time to pay attention, to observe
and reflect all at once. It is then that you realise that the contexts are different. Acceleration
leads to uniformity. In truth one of the most
widespread aspects of the modern world is indifference, in its literal sense: an inability to
perceive difference. And so one must learn to
be opportune, rather than opportunistic, and
to adapt to the possibilities offered by each situation. Life is a pathway leading to different
landscapes which invite us to do different
things. The key, in truth, lies in noticing that
invitation. Attention and difference are two of
the most significant philosophical categories
of the 20th century. It is not for nothing that
the great philosophers of the 20th century placed at the heart of their thinking the concept
of difference, in terms of metaphysical questions. When applied to history, this means a
different way of looking at the world.

Pep Herrero

Learning to dedicate time to other
people could maybe help unearth values
such as solidarity among young people?
Yes, but perhaps without too much direct
discourse: teaching above all through the
student’s attitude, through their own personal dedication. That is undoubtedly the greatest driving force. What really matters is not
to put time first, but to realise that a degree
of experiencing time as slow, calm, peaceful...
has a value in itself. You learn to be there for
other people, to dedicate time to them, to see
other people who are already committed to
that, because that in itself offers stimulation.
A reflection about time comes later: first you
have the experiences and then see how your
perception of time has shaped your way of
living.

Josep M. Esquirol holds a doctorate in philosophy from the University of Barcelona, where he
has been teaching since 1986. He is also director of the EPSON Foundation and of the
think tank Ethics in Science and Technology. His key works include El respirar dels
dies, El respeto o la mirada atenta, Uno
mismo y los demás, Què és el personalisme? Introducció a la lectura d’Emmanuel
Mounier, and D’Europa als homes.
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Quality time:
Student engagement in the age of
immediacy
Maurice Holt
Emeritus Professor of Education,
University of Colorado, Denver

8th Maria Rúbies Conference • Living and
educating in time
There can be no doubt that this is the age of
immediacy. A few days ago I saw an advertisement by a car insurance company which
made the following claim: “We can give you
a quote for your car in just a minute!”, as if
the faster the offer, the better. A Samsung
announcement proclaimed: “Impatience is a
virtue!”. They were joking, of course. Weren’t
they? Can we be so sure? Even jokes serve to
add to this climate of immediate action and
instant satisfaction. Although ultimately,
deferred gratification is the true value: if it
did not exist, we would never bother to learn
anything. We would simply spend the whole
day eating chocolate ice cream. It is a serious
business.
The first observation to be made is that,
from their own perspective, Samsung are
right: the faster they sell their products, the
greater their balance sheet will swell. Time is
money. And selling more in less time means
greater profits: time as a commodity. As the
time invested increases, any activity requiring time in order to be performed becomes
more costly. In 1960 a household fridge cost
70% of the average wage; now it is less than
1%. The process of manufacturing a fridge is
becoming increasingly mechanised. Things
have changed radically, though, when we
turn to a service such as mail delivery. Until
recently mail was delivered and collected twice a day in English towns. Now letters arrive
late, are delivered once a day, and are much
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more expensive to send. Over time, machines
become cheaper, while manpower costs rise.
In the field of education, teachers cost
more every year. We should, then, scarcely
be surprised when politicians speak of efficacy and efficiency, of giving a computer to
each student and making it all interactive. As
a colleague of mine noted, though, you can
talk about an efficient dishwasher, but when
you are enjoying a glass of vintage Rioja, you
would never say: “what an efficient wine!”.
We are talking about unquantifiable qualities: the bouquet, the colour, the complexity
which go to give it its sumptuous taste, the
sensation of pleasure. We value it on the basis
of its intrinsic qualities, and the same applies
to education. We expect a student who writes a good essay to value what he or she has
learnt in the process. The grade received is
ephemeral, simply an indication. What has
been learnt lasts forever. Teaching is not merely a mechanical act, and applying the language of business and commerce to schools is
a flagrant act of reductionism. It reveals a lamentable failure to understand the function
of schools.
Technology may offer inestimable benefits, but there is generally a price to be paid.
One hundred and fifty years ago, a train travelled for the first time direct from London
to Plymouth. It was a major milestone, celebrated with a great fanfare. But there was a
problem: the clocks in Plymouth where precisely one hour behind those in London, because Plymouth is 300 kilometres further to

the west. Plymouth clocks reflected the movement of the sun. And suddenly it all changed:
the Plymouth train had to go by London time,
in other words set off an hour before normal.
Breakfast in Plymouth would never be the
same again. The train put Plymouth on the
map, but changed the way everyone lived. The
demands of modernity can also change lives.
A quantitative criterion?
But let us pursue the train example a little
further. In England the rail system is run by
a number of private companies, which are required by the government to make the trains
arrive on time. They are otherwise penalised,
hence the fact that the scheduled timetables
allow for possible delays. The profit motive is
king: many trains are overfull, and even safety has a price. This is the result of adopting
free market economic principles, whereby services are judged in accordance with results,
and evaluation systems are employed to establish responsibility. That is the language of
efficiency. Will we be better off, though? No,
because computers make sure that the best
trains are always the most expensive, and train speeds are deliberately reduced.
These dubious principles are now being
applied to education. Schools are increasingly being judged on the basis of the market
medium. Results must be quantified numerically, because data processing is based on figures, comparing the results of different students and schools. The assessment of student
activity is the method generally employed in
order to establish performance, preferably by
means of standard multiple-choice tests focusing on specific issues, which can be marked
by a machine. Responsibility is generally based on numerical targets: the equivalent of
making the trains run on time could be the
percentage of students achieving an overall
target grade in their language and maths
exams.
There are various objections to this approach when applied to trains or to students. To
begin with, it is reductionist: good school
management involves much more than obtaining good results in superficial tests. Secondly, it is based on results rather than focu-

sing on the process. In other words the extent
to which students and teachers engage with
the curriculum. Thirdly, it is mechanistic:
it is all based on extracting the maximum
performance from a given time, rather than
the quality of what happens when students
and teachers work with dedication. These are
fairly serious objections.
The approach arose during the 1970s out
of the work of American neo-liberal economists who wanted to make capitalism work
better. We find in it an underlying presumption about human nature: that we are always
motivated by our own benefit. Hence the
reward culture, which assumes that we will
only dedicate our greatest efforts if we receive personal recompense. Which is why banks
encourage risky stock market transactions, in
the expectation of achieving substantial profits. In education this has led to an impoverished vision of teacher-student relationships,
and the publication of school exam results
in the belief that by making schools compete
they will be made better. Schools are treated
as if they were football teams.

Schools are increasingly being
judged on the basis of the market
medium. Results must be quantified
numerically. In education this has
led to an impoverished vision of
teacher-student relationships
The assumption here is that the character,
the interests and the skills of the teachers are
not in themselves important: all that matters
are the results obtained. The concept of doing
a good job for oneself, for one’s personal satisfaction and for the benefit of students, is
irrelevant. Students have become donkeys:
they will only work properly if beaten with
a stick or tempted with a carrot. Under such
a system, time is made dependent on the results being pursued. Execution is more important than comprehension, which is hard
to establish, much less to measure. That is
not important, though: all that matters is
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the right answer. There is
no time to discuss related
issues, to follow up on student comments, to conjecture about other possibilities. In other words,
no quality time is being
employed to improve the
learning process. Instead
we find a sense of urgency, and even fear: teachers
must do what they are told, and can be judged on their students’ results. That is a very
important proposal of the current Obama
administration in the USA, which is also in
favour of a longer academic year. That is politics, ladies and gentlemen. But it loses sight
of the goal: what matters is how time is used.
The thing is, this neo-liberal approach is
not a new invention. It emerged in the 18th
century. The free market is the clearest and

The curriculum holds the key, because
it establishes what is taught, how it is
taught and why it is taught. We need to
look at the curriculum as a whole, and
not as a set of unrelated elements
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most primitive way of running an organisation. In Britain it led, over time, to the South
Sea Bubble and to new laws. In the 19th
century the railways emerged as a leading
industry, and to begin with rail companies
were run along the lines of free-market economics. The managers were the stars, taking
all the decisions; the workers were machines,
following the rules. At the end of the century
that all changed though: people realised that
things worked much better if they were based on trust rather than fear. Each of the rail
companies took on a sense of esprit de corps,
of teamwork. Signalmen, for example, were
given proper training, and allowed to do
their job by using their own judgement. Managers had authority, but were not authoritarian. They had enough resources to deal with
possible emergencies, and it was worthwhile
having emergency resources in place, because
it allowed the trains to keep running. Similarly, until recently schools were allowed to
develop a sense of cooperation and given a
degree of autonomy.
In the United States, meanwhile, the
old top-down model became the rule, with
well-defined, high-quality management on
the part of workers. Then, in the early 20th
century, the productivity study was invented,
and applied to the actions of workers in order
to turn them even more into “well-oiled machines”. This is a clearly behaviourist approach, and it would be fair to say that behind all
emphasis placed on objectives and prescribed
content there lurks an entirely behaviourist
vision of humanity.
Can we not do things better? Yes, we can!
And it is to the United States that we owe an
alternative approach focusing not simply on
results but on the process. If you do it right,
it will turn out right. The key idea is to guarantee that all the constituent elements of a
process work in unison. Unfortunately, most
companies still employ the old target-based
management approach, focusing like accountants on the end result, on the bottom line.
Why have the major US car manufacturers
been in constant decline for so long? Because
they were attempting to make as many cars

as possible, as quickly as possible. And why
is Toyota the world’s most successful car manufacturer in terms of reliability and performance? Because they do not focus on figures
but on quality, in other words on the process
rather than the product.
Schools as assembly lines?
The American who taught the Japanese how
to do it, after the war, was Dr. W.E. Deming.
He taught them to view the processes involved in manufacturing a car as interconnected
activities with a common purpose: to build
the best car possible. This is what is known as
“systemic thinking”. In the words of Deming,
a system “is a network of interdependent
components which work together to achieve
the system’s goal”. In education this means
focusing on the most important element of
a school: the curriculum. The curriculum
holds the key, because it establishes what is
taught, how it is taught and why it is taught.
We need to look at the curriculum as a whole,
and not as a set of unrelated elements. This
works in three different ways. We must first
look at how each year joins up with the next.
We next need to examine how we can improve the connections between the components
of the curriculum (subjects, programmes,
events) at the level of each academic year.
Thirdly, we want students to internalise key
ideas, to think and reflect, to undertake disciplined research and use their imagination.
Knowledge on its own is not sufficient: what
counts is comprehension. That is what allows
us to make connections. Knowledge, skills,
attitudes, values: yes, all these elements play
an important role. But only comprehension
allows one to become an autonomous individual. And then perhaps they will tell me
that what we want is to shape content people?
Well, it should be remembered that serial
killers can also feel content doing what
they do. We must be able to make moral
judgements.
What matters in systemic thinking is the
way in which time is employed. We should
not be saving it: we need to use it, to derive
the greatest benefit from it. I will once again

If any of the students encounter
a problem, or suggest a new idea
which could take an argument
further, the system must afford
time which can be spent
on the issue in question
here use an analogy. Let us take the assembly
line created by Henry Ford, still the prevalent
method of car manufacture. The line must be
in constant movement, the faster the better.
Time was a necessary evil: the less of it you
used, the better. Only a serious emergency
could justify halting the production line and
losing time. The twilight of the US car industry is solely the result of this attitude, which
degrades workers and undermines trust. In
schools this would translate into focusing on
the right answer, and ignoring the true nature of education. Who wants a gleaming new
car which doesn’t run?
The Toyota production line works rather
differently. It moves on from one workstation
to the next, but if any worker notices any defect, however small, he pulls a cord. The line
stops and the support team assembles. This is
a key part of Deming’s analysis in acknowledging that there are two types of defect in all
systems: those brought about by natural causes, such as a bolt with an imperfect thread,
and those which arise out of special causes,
such as a design error, as in the case of two
slightly misaligned surfaces. The first type of
error is easy to correct, the obvious solution
being to find a better supplier of nuts and
bolts. The second is more serious and less uncommon. Considerable time must be spent
on examining the defect and finding out its
causes. The production line can then be started up again and the necessary components
(bumpers, wheels, engines) are delivered to
the factory for each specific model of car, to
order. The production line is assembled in
such a way that no two successive cars have
the same specifications. Work becomes more
interesting, and one production line can perform the work of many. Toyota tried using
computers to supervise the process, but found
that they caused more work than they saved.
This complicated system operates entirely
with hand-written or typed labels corresponding to each vehicle separately.
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Returning to the field of education, we
realise that each student goes through a
school day, and an academic year, as part of a
system the aim of which is to do everything
possible to create an educated person. And I
would say that if any of the students encounter a problem, or suggest a new idea which
could take an argument further, the system
must make time to tackle the issue. We of
course have an infinite variety of students,
whereas when it comes to cars, Toyota manufactures only a limited number of models. I
do not wish to take the analogy too far: students are not objects. The essential parallel,
though, is clear: we need to focus on the process, we must deal with individual matters
and think much more about what we would
like our students to know and understand
once they have completed their compulsory
education. A student’s difficulties may be
the result of normal causes. In arithmetic,
for example, adults in Britain have problems
with the decimal system. (And let’s not even
get started on fractions...) But if it is a system
error, such as an incorrect diagram on a worksheet, a team meeting needs to be called to
redesign the segment in question. It is like a
good orchestra: the musicians do not play as
soloists; they must operate in unison.
The idea of dedicating time to the design
of an activity that can be enriching is not,
of course, an original one. It is what all parents aim to do for their children, it is what
we all expect to find in our chosen profession.
However, in an age in which immediacy predominates, it is not easy to go more slowly
when the elements pressurise us to go faster.
One major challenge to this doctrine arose in Italy a few years ago with the concept
of slow food. It is not just about preparing
a dish slowly: it is all about using the best
ingredients, reviving age-old traditions and
creating a meal which can be enjoyed by all
in a social setting. And that is entirely consistent with Deming’s emphasis on the process
as the key to quality. My idea of developing a
“slow school” is based on the same concerns
as Carlo Petrini had about fast food. Running
a school is not like making hamburgers. Inherent in the concept of slow food we find the
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idea of a system which brings everyone together around a common aim, focusing on the
activity itself.
What I refer to when I speak of process
is the engagement between student and teacher: how this is implemented, and for what
purpose. All interactions in any possible situation between teacher and student, or with
a group of students, are important, and will
reflect the nature of the teacher and the learning context: questions and comments will
be encouraged throughout the encounter.
When students work in groups, in an appropriate social and academic climate, the result
can be quality time: conversation is hugely
valuable, because it means sharing ideas, explaining problems and opening up new avenues. Students learn in different ways and at
different times, and the more varied their
learning opportunities the better.
A teacher’s task is to stimulate at all times: to explain, but also to challenge the students; to encourage them, but also to dream
up new possibilities to stimulate their imagination. Teachers can draw on a whole range of learning resources and a wide array of
devices and strategies; not a set of questions
demanding specific responses, but rather a
range of responses and unstructured challenges to encourage improvised encounters. This
could result in a drawing, an essay, a dance,
a scientific experiment or the solution to an
equation, and all these elements will help the
teacher establish an idea of a student’s level of
effort and understanding. Such perceptions
of each student can be recorded on a regular
basis, and can be used to define the next project, and to give parents an account of their
progress. The process also involves the discussions held by groups of teachers, dealing
with problems requiring debate and ideas it
would be good to implement. On a humanities programme this will involve specialists
in history, geography and language; in the
performing arts, theatre and music; for creative activities, poetry, handicrafts, art, etc.
Rather than fragmenting the school day into
small units, sessions of one hour or more will
allow for a variety of activities calling for a
greater or lesser degree of concentration.

Education, a slow process
It is a different concept of schooling, based
on the idea of a system and a process which,
as they evolve, respond to the needs of each
student. One can immediately see that performance conceived as a mere number representing all the complexity of a school’s work
lies outside this approach and lacks meaning.
Our aim is not uniform results based on the
needs of a global economy: the assessment of a
student’s work goes much further. Let us take
as an example a pottery class for young secondary school students: they are all making a
plate which will fulfil certain general requirements, but we are not expecting each plate
to be the same, each student’s will interpret
how to make or design the plate differently.
Or the example of a humanities class studying
the concept of the city state in Ancient Greece.
They will divide up into small groups and study how democracy functions. Some will speak
a great deal, others will say little but write
persuasively. When we turn to the work of any
given student, the teacher is more like a craftsperson modelling a sculpture, rather than
an expert reeling off the right answers. Performance implies an activity governed by predetermined goals, “standards”, as politicians like
to call them. As John Dewey observed, though,
education has no aim beyond itself.
When it comes to evaluation, this is a
term with financial connotations, and it
should come as no surprise to find that governments consult accountants when establishing how to manage school systems based on
results. The evaluation is all about balance
sheets and takeover bids: it has nothing to do
with education. Evaluation at a slow school,
meanwhile, means exchanging ideas and debating principles. Of course, students must
be assessed: in mediaeval universities the teachers would perform examination by direct
conversation, face to face. This method was
not confined to the academic world. In 1661
Rembrandt painted The Syndics of the Drapers’ Guild, depicting the quality standards
officials busy performing an assessment. We
see five bearded men in dark capes, broad
white collars and tall, black hats staring issuing their judgement.

Today, it would take little more than a
rapid scan and digital print-off. It would be
much cheaper, but would the same aspects
be seen? Could one truly replace the process
of touching the cloth, imagining it as a finished piece, appreciating its quality? I do not
believe so.

The evaluation is all about balance
sheets and takeover bids: it has
nothing to do with education.
Evaluation at a slow school,
meanwhile, means exchanging ideas
and debating principles
The concept of “accountability” has only
recently been applied to the field of education. It arose in the 1970s when the language
of audits and the free market became popular among right-wing politicians. The word
was unknown in educational literature until
education became politicised. Inevitably, the
language of accountancy began to be applied
to schools. Hence the need to generate numerical results in order to define “parameters”
representing agreed standards, and calling
on schools to comply with certain yardstick
principles in order to justify their existence.
A much more useful notion would be to
describe. Education is an ongoing process rather than the generation of finite entities. Parents, students and teachers form part of an
intermittent dialogue fostering and enlightening the educational encounter. A slow school
should bring about such a discussion naturally, and we should, in this digital era, resist
the pressure to quantify everything numerically as quickly as possible. What I refer to as
the “slow school” is simply an interpretation
of a more general systemic approach. I merely use it to suggest how we could conceive
of this type of approach.
Let us focus now on what could be the
most striking result of living in a world
where we can transfer information so quickly using digital media. We have invented a
technology which has saved us considerable
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Similar principles apply to the
idea of flooding schools with
computers. Although I do believe
that students should have access
to computers, these should not
become an appendix hard-wired
into their brains
time, and yet we find ourselves busier than
ever. Now we have more time to take longer
coffee breaks and meet new people, and yet
we believe that our identity can be summed
up on a Facebook page serving as our calling
card before complete strangers using these digital media. The consequences are not
always positive. We also have more time to
discuss new ideas, but instead we read blogs,
or send e-mail or text messages. And we forget
how unprotected this all is from prying eyes.
Thanks to mobiles, iPhones, Blackberries and
laptop computers, many professionals work
sixty hours a week. Our lives have become digital madhouses, and for some work and pleasure have merged into a kind of hell. Some
researchers argue that the structure of our
brain is changing as a result of this digital
nightmare, and suggest that attention deficit
disorder has become the quintessential malaise of our times.
We run the risk of losing all distinction
between work and pleasure: people are beginning to feel more secure in digital environments than the real world of vices and
virtues, observation and reflection,where one
is forced to think about contradictory possibilities. Our notion of biological time is under
threat from the world of digital, artificial but
also enslaving devices. Aristotle asked the following question: do we work to live or live to
work? But what happens if life becomes work,
and work becomes life?
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Demystifying technology
What, then, are the implications of the digital world and its oppressive immediacy in
structuring schools? The problems we face
are complex and deserve careful reflection,
and any debate as to student engagement in
the age of immediacy must once again bring
them to the fore. Many believe that schools
should benefit from new devices such as, for
example, digital blackboards, which are in essence large digital screens positioned at the
front of a classroom, in place of the traditional, low-tech alternatives. Behind this suggestion there lurks a rigid concept of the classroom as a closed box, and also of education as
one class looking at a fixed point. It will come
as no surprise to learn that, according to the
research, the use of digital blackboards does
not improve the learning process. I personally
prefer to believe that learning activities represent a variety of possible plans which can
be used flexibly depending on the task being
performed.
Similar principles apply to the idea of
flooding schools with computers. Although
I do believe that students should have access
to computers, these should not become an
appendix hard-wired into their brains. There is a headlong rush to speculate about the
use of computers in schools, whereas I feel
we should be inching forward in this regard.
The same applies to mobile phones, highly
intrusive devices which offer the perfect way
to upset anyone’s concentration. Should they
be banned on school premises? I would say
they should, and I find that school principals
would be delighted not to have to answer
theirs. Running a school in order to guarantee levels of quality demands the dedication
of as much time as possible.
Some argue that every child should have
their own laptop which they could take home
not only to do their homework but to have
access to their teachers, who could help them
solve their problems. Others go even further,

claiming that only in this way will teachers
be able to work more closely with parents. We
need to decide whether we view the home as
an extension of the school, or otherwise feel
that the school has its own inherent characteristics: as a place set aside for learning and
comprehension, free of the clamour of commerce and the transitory demands of unrelated events. I myself believe that schools have
their own exceptional values and their own
ways of introducing students to the culture
they will inherit, which includes neither
Twitter nor Facebook.
As a way of concluding, I would like
to sum up brief ly my arguments. We have
allowed ourselves to be bewitched by digital
pleasures, sacrificing our measured and peaceful lives. Some believe that education
will progress only by assessing students and making use of numerical
data to establish whether they are
familiar with some predetermined
syllabus. There are governments
which have adopted organisational
methods based on top-down approaches
which assume that unless the performance
of teachers is measured and evaluated,
they will not work to their fullest
capacity. I have argued that these
methods are unreliable, based on
a model which has not worked in
the world of business, and which does
not offer any real prospect of improvement.
Instead I propose that we trust in the skill of
teachers to work together, developing a curri-

culum which reflects areas of general
knowledge with agreed content
rather than specific results,
and that we trust in schools
to provide students with
the knowledge they require
in order to live in a challenging world, a world which
demands not only knowledge,
but also opinions.
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Plants wither, animals expire,
people die
Jordi Llavina
Literary critic

El respirar de los días. Una reflexión filosófica sobre el tiempo y la vida,
[‘The breath of days. A philosophical reflection on time and life’], by Josep
Maria Esquirol. Paidós. 176 pages. Barcelona, 2009

T

he philosopher Josep Maria Esquirol begins by asking what the experience of time tells us about life, as
the starting point for this illuminating essay divided into nine thematic chapters. His exploration of temporality ranges
from an analysis of biological rhythms to a
meditation on death, an exploration of the
irreversibility of human time and a reflection precisely on the desire to arrest the
effects which the advancing years, the passing days, have on our body. The issue is of
primary importance to thinkers of all eras,
and one which undoubtedly must have consumed more ink than almost any other (or
more virtual characters in modern times). It
is also one of the main themes of poetry, and
of literature in general: what, if not one long
speculation about time, is Proust’s remembrance all about? And what, if not a passionate reaction against what Kavafis called the
“dagger of time”, is the most famous work
of Oscar Wilde? Catalan writer Joan Vinyoli
himself defined poems as “games to delay
death”. How many works have tried, in their
own individual way, to encompass the experience of the passage of time! It is, whatever
the perspective one may adopt, an issue offering endless possibilities. Time will always
outlive us.
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“The consciousness of death helps us understand the seriousness of life,” we read on
page 138 of the book. A little later the author
highlights the etymological and semantic
link between the concepts of expectancy
and expectation. El respirar dels dies is a real
pleasure to read, as Esquirol so successfully
applies the lesson taught by the Western
world’s first essayist, in truth the creator of
the format: Michel de Montaigne. The writing style is clear, straightforward, faultless,
free of any erudite trickery. It is, as I suggested earlier, an essay, not a philosophical
study. The structure helps get to the heart
of the matter, to focus one by one on the various facets of this essential phenomenon of
existence (of human and all other existence),
namely time. Each of the nine chapters, as
the author explains “defines and explores
one aspect of the concept of time”. The book
thus ranges from the more specific to the
more general, from ontological matters to
other more popular aspects, from essential
and universal rhythms to what we might call
more individual melodies.
Esquirol begins his lucid intellectual
journey with a ref lection on the circadian
rhythm, marking the passage of one complete day. He demonstrates that any attempt to
disrupt this pattern is most likely doomed

to failure. The biological rhythms of breathing, sleep and alertness, are the biological
precursors to our sense of time. “In general
rhythms calm us down, except for those
that are too fast.” The philosopher’s idea
coincides with that of all those calling
for a life free of unnecessary haste.
The second chapter, ‘Time that
passes’, relativises the destructive
image of time while also raising questions about the ridiculous desire of
so many individuals not to age (there are, it would seem to me, secular
laws and laws of life. And the law of
time is an implacable and eternal law
of life). “Our works and our actions, memory and hope,” writes the thinker, “are different forms of this resistance”. The “desire
for eternity” is manifested in “the things we
do”, constitutes our slight and provisional
victory over time.
‘Time that does not return’, the third section, begins with a self-evident fact: space can
be reversed, but time cannot. This is one of
the most lucid chapters of the book. Death
helps us take time seriously. We should learn
not to stress (only) the tragic dimension of
irreversibility. Esquirol explores the meaning
of the phrase “time heals all wounds”. It heals
us because it toughens us up, he explains.
An essay on our experience of time must
necessarily include a reference to the tool
we use to measure it: the clock. And that is
where the fourth chapter begins. The desire
for information governs our modern world:
time is speeding up. “We have shifted from
solar movements to seconds.” We all aim to
gain time in order, once we have gained it, to
kill it one way or another. And here there is
also an ode to slowness. The formula of carpe
diem means, according to this philosopher,
“deal with the present and get it right”. Focus
on the here and now. “That does not mean
shutting oneself off, ignoring, but rather concentrating.” And here we begin a new chapter, ‘The right time’, setting out reflections
on our notions of retention and remembrance. Here there is a diversion to take in the
concept of weather: “Looking at the weather
also helps us reflect on the passage of time”.

The time we have left (chapter 7) quotes Heidegger, the philosopher who defined
man as being “born to die”. We are not the
only ones aware of our death: “plants wither,
animals expire, people die”. The penultimate chapter explores the proximity between
the concepts of expectancy, expectation and
desperation: “Expectations suggest a positive
sense of hope, while expectancy can also be
negative: ‘they were expecting the worst’”.
Time passes in daily repetition. An analysis
of these repetitions takes up the final chapter of the book. Here we turn to habits. “The
word habit derives from have, and refers to
something ongoing or regular.”
If one were to compile all t hat men
have written about time there would not be
enough time, so to speak, to reference all the
books and articles. Against a diverse, universal backdrop of flux, Josep Maria Esquirol has
written a unique, informative and brilliant
book.
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What are our teenagers like?
Queta Xampeny
Specialist journalist

I

n an attempt to answer this question
and to anticipate the future behaviour
of youngsters now aged between 12 and
19, the Creafutur Foundation has undertaken an in-depth study entitled “Outlook
Teens 2010: what the teenagers of today are
like, and how their consumption habits will
evolve”.
Creafutur is the first initiative of its kind
anywhere in Spain. Funded by the Catalan
Regional Government (the Generalitat) and
the ESADE business school, it is an example
of public-private partnership intended primarily to predict future market and consumer
trends.
Outlook Teens 2010 focuses on young
people aged between 12 and 19 in eight different countries. It involves an in-depth analysis of today’s teenagers and sets out forecasts
predicting their consumption habits over the
coming years with the aim of understanding
their values and anticipating their needs.
Adolescence has traditionally been characterised by a distancing from the family, and in
today’s world, as a result of technological advances which have revolutionised the way in
which young people establish social relationships, we find an even greater lack of knowledge about this generation, with impacts not
only for family life but also the academic and
business worlds. All of which means that by
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The teenage market
moves some 750
billion euros per
year in terms of
direct expenditure
focusing on what our teenagers are like today,
this will also help us understand the future
which lies in store.
The geographical context covered by the
study is also significant in that it analyses
countries which are physically or economically related, such as the United States, Great
Britain and France, along with more distant
cultures, such as Brazil, China, Japan and
Mexico.
The teenage market moves some 750 billion euros per year in terms of direct expenditure, with the figure for Spain estimated to
be around 8 billion. It is a segment capable
not only of generating a significant volume
of expenditure but also able to create trends,
thereby dragging along others who are older
or younger on an aspirational basis. Teenagers
are able to choose what they consume and
how they consume it, while they are also at a
stage during which their future attitudes and
preferences are being shaped.

Teenagers and work
The period of adolescence and the concept
of teenager in itself arise in terms of employment. Mid-way through the 19th century,
the middle classes in the USA realised that by
giving their children a good education they
would in the long term achieve greater income than would be offered by an additional
wage. As a result, young people who had previously begun to work would delay the onset
of adult responsibility while they focused on
experimentation and learning. The relationship between teenagers and work, and the
social roles involved, have undergone considerable evolution over time.
They take part in technological leisure
pursuits offering them new forms of socialisation and, although they are advanced users,
still feel themselves vulnerable in technical
terms. They approve of a model allowing them
to learn and have fun, and view the future
with optimism for various reasons. Young
people in industrialised countries are aware
of the opportunities generated by the changes
they will face when they are older, while those
in emerging economies are eager to become

Teenagers and consumption
Teenagers make up 17.5% of the global population.
Their demographic evolution reveals that the increase, which had previously stood around 14%, will
drop to 3%. Young people spend most of their time
on their studies, and are joining the labour market
with its adult obligations at an increasingly late age,
making this a somewhat traumatic event. In the US
and Britain some 34% of young people work while
they study, compared with 19% in Spain, although
their monthly expenditure (155 euros) is four times
their allowance. Most (6/10) are involved in the
family’s food purchasing decisions.

They approve of a model
allowing them to learn and have
fun, and view the future with
optimism
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Brands, products and values
In particular in emerging countries, young people prefer products from known brand names. Advertising drives them to
consume products they have previously seen featured, a trend
which remains intact when forecasting their behaviour in 10
years’ time, although this factor will lose some weight in favour of the price component.

Energy consumption will
rise by around 50%
part of a context which will allow them to
improve their standard of living.
Unless trends change, many of the young
people involved in this study will still be living with their parents in 10 years time,
effectively making them 35-year-old teens.
Having less children means that homes are
less crowded making it easier for children to
stay longer where it is feasible for offspring
to remain. They will be living in major cities
in relatively poorly paid employment, forcing
them to prioritise practical and affordable
products. Their leisure time will be more technologically based than ever, and focused on
communication. Energy consumption will increase by 50%, leading to the rapid emergence
of alternative sources, above all in transport.
We will be forced to consider sharing certain
resources which had previously been viewed
as individual.

Priorities
While teenagers currently dedicate their spending to clothing (an element allowing them to
establish their identity), food and technology,
in that order, there will emerge different consumer trends in the future depending on the
country of origin. Young people in advanced
economies still have the same priorities, along
with services which were previously financed
for them, such as education and health. Teenagers in emerging countries aspire to more
durable goods, such as transport, furnishings
and health.
68% of young people use social networks.
The Internet allows them to keep in touch,
play games, listen to music, keep informed...
Computers are more essential than mobiles,
which have cost implications. In the future
these teenagers expect to prioritise the Internet for communications, information, purchasing products, searching for news and work,
gaming online and chatting. Mobiles are not
overtaking computers, although all indicators
are that both will give way to new mobile devices combining the functions and performance
offered by each.

YOUNG PEOPLE AND WORK: AN EVOLVING RELATIONSHIP
PRE-20th CENTURY
The unpaid labourer
Adolescents were viewed as manpower for the family. Leisure time was
non-existent and consumption focused on food.

Media access
Young people now spend more time online
than watching TV, but that does not mean
that the Internet will lead any other medium
to disappear. What it has led to his multitasking, in terms of performing different activities simultaneously. Although they give greater credibility to the written press, teenagers
only read newspapers in bars, libraries or at
home, and mainly seek their information
from TV news programmes, online newspapers and blogs. By 2020 access to information
will be via fully connected mobile devices,
while physical newspapers will be used only
for relaxation and reflection.
Teenagers typically consume in the company of their friends, although families play
a financial role. They obtain product information and prefer shopping malls, which also

Young people do not in
general have credit cards
and are cautious when
it comes to Internet
shopping
serve as a meeting point. They are not brand
loyal but instead value the chance to experiment and change. Youngsters in Spain and
France have the greatest sense that products
and not worth the price paid, while those in
Japan are content with the price/quality ratio.
Young people do not in general have credit
cards and are cautious when it comes to Internet shopping. In the future consumption
in city shopping malls will increase, although
youngsters will also be staying at home more,
where they have their social tools. Trust in
products will be based on recommendations
from social networks while Internet purchases will register an increase, not only of intangible but also of material goods.

1940s
The soldier
Following industrialisation teenage labourers find themselves working in
factories like their adult counterparts. Leisure time is of little importance
during a period when survival is the priority, with adolescents spending
80% of their time amongst adults.
1950s-1960s
The emergent teen
The economic boom following on from the two World Wars generates
surplus wealth, and teenagers begin to see their period of education extended. For the first time they have free time in which to experiment and
make mistakes while pursuing part-time work. The time they spend with
adults begins to fall, and they discover leisure.
1970s-1980s
The outsider
Young people rebel against the system created by adults. They sense
the uncertainty of a future with no employment on offer and broaden
their horizons, from school to the streets, bars and clubs. They spend
more hours than ever on leisure and are with other teenagers for 70%
of their time.
1990s-2000
The latchkey kid
The massive increase in the proportion of adults in employment means
that children are expected to take care of themselves while their parents
are at work. A tolerant attitude to teenagers leads them to feel content
with the system. They begin to take consumer decisions and spend their
leisure time at home or in shopping malls. Computers and technology
take on a role in young people’s leisure pursuits; they are by now spending just 15% of their time with adults.
2000-2010
The digital teen
Young people feel comfortable at home. They divide their time between
education and leisure consumption. For the first time their leisure is
completely unconnected with any other population group: technology
comes to the fore, with teens spending more time alone in front of their
machines, rather than with their family and friends.
2010-2020
The mobile digital native
Teenagers have no need to step outside their house in order to socialise
because of the opportunities offered by the Internet in terms of visual
commercial centres and social networks. They are financially dependent
on the family, while enjoying leisure activities which is to a great extent
free of charge. By 2020 technology will offer devices for entertainment
and communication, and even allow small businesses to be developed,
subject to no restrictions or timetables. Leisure will be functional. Family
relations will become more distant as young people will be heavily in
demand on social networks. Only 5% of time will be spent with adults.

SOCIAL NETWORKS
Digital media have created a new form of relationship among teenagers in
the form of social networks, with communication closely tied to leisure. 68%
of young people say that they regularly use e-mail to communicate and belong to social networks. This new meeting place for teenagers has not, however, fully matured yet, since in the future it will be capable of satisfying other
user needs, such as education and job opportunities, for example.

Education is about much more than passing on knowledge. Knowledge must,
of course, be passed on, but in an instrumental way. What matters is to help
individuals grow through knowledge, above all by arousing a desire to learn and
by adopting a system of values. This, though, demands a new educational methodology, more qualitative than quantitative, based on the tutorial relationship
between educator and educated. Education with more time, fewer students and
less technology. So we should praise slow education.
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PAU SA
| Anna Montero

reptiles
in winter rose bushes
cling like reptiles
to dry land and wait.
you know nothing of me.
despite outstretched hands,
despite bonds and words.
we know nothing.
we cling like reptiles
to dry soil and await
a little warmth,
words rising like sap
from the depths.
like reptiles we wait.
like rose bushes we cling
to dry earth.
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Mar Aguilera

(Traslation by Sam Abrams)

bharat ganarajya
.
land of contrasts and centre of inequality

Text and photos : Dr. Manuel Viola Figueras
India, cradle of civilisation and focal point of religions, is a country of incredible beauty with a huge capacity to surprise visitors.
Its beauty and its traditions leave us dumbstruck, above all when we focus our attention on its people.
But what grabs our attention most is that the country with the second largest population and the fastest economic growth
also has the highest known poverty index, concealing a reality which we can scarcely comprehend: the acceptance of
this social reality as something permanent, almost divinely ordained, and, as there are no apparent signs of mass revolt,
suggesting that the change which the West views as necessary is little more than a pipedream, almost impossible to achieve.
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The insomniac
| Laia Noguera
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Espriu has reached the summit
of the mountain. His feet root him
to the ground. He breathes out.
He opens his chest. He opens his
mouth.
Silence.
Complete silence is the language
of light. Light contains all possible and
impossible forms. All that is reflected
in the mirror becomes real if you do
not see the mirror’s structure. That
is why we have used words. We put
words to things to show they exist,
and that therefore we exist. Hence
division. I am not that. I am this. I am
this sensation. I am my body.
Espriu is a reflection in the mirror.
End of the labyrinth. He says he
is heading inside, that he could hear
his name resonating within. Time,
memory, death, pain: a pathway. One
pathway, of all pathways. Stepping
inside the dream world. Discerning

whether phenomena are there, or
if they are caused by the observer.
The senses. Espriu turns his eyes
and his eyes become the mirror, the
mirror becomes unbecoming. As
the mirror calms forms emerge as
forms. Perhaps the question is not
to understand truth. The wind is a
state. Pain is a position of the mind.
Espriu is in the cave and now
touches the walls.
There are no windows, there is
no door. He listens to the song which
emerges from the silence. There is
no full stop. The song comes and
goes. Espriu remembers the dead,
shattered desire, where the projection ends. And the passage of time.
He says he knows the secret. What
is the secret? Is it that something is
concealed? What awaits us? What
does it mean to live? What must I do
to make my life worth living? At the

point when I am nothing, am I less
than when I am something? However hard I try to find the limits, I cannot find them. I build, and it collapses. Limitlessness make us afraid.
What is the material world? Is
there a material world and an immaterial world? Is anything truly concealed? If so, where is it? Beyond?
Beyond opposites?
Opposites?
Water. Eyes. Wind. Hands. Espriu. Fire. Hands. Earth. Espriu.
Hands. Eyes.
Espriu recognises the song.
Is he saved or are we all saved?
Perhaps he will be the shepherd who
saves us. From whom or from what
are we to be saved? Summer. Winter. Espriu is looking for something.
The restorative or the revelatory
sound. To dream is perchance to believe the images in the mirror. Can I
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Calligraphy: Keith Adams

cease to be me? Day. Night. Espriu
is rummaging around for something.
Does truth exist if things do not?
He has dared to live open to the
elements. He has seen the endless
wind, the mountain and the river.
Do not look into the water. Do
not believe the image of yourself.
You and the wind, Espriu. The river
carries you to the woods, and in the
woods is the hunter. Espriu is the
prey. It is because of thirst he has
sought. But he seeks no shelter.
Shelter is a mirage. Espriu is the
hunted turned hunter, because that
is how questions and silences ensue,
father sun, mother moon. He was
entering the pathway of reflection.
To stop. To let go.
Must one be blind to be wise?
Blind to what? Is ignorance not
k n ow i n g a th i n g o r o th e r w i s e
knowing something which lies far
from wisdom?
Giving up the stick which was
your support. Accepting the wound.
Feeling the wound. To be a beggar
of being.
The fountain appears when you
have nothing, when you no longer
take because all you want is the
wide open heart.
Espriu is openness. The wind
blows down the passageways of
voice. The voice fell silent, and that
allowed him to contemplate the magnitude of trees. The roots up in the
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air and the branches drilling down.
It is solitude, not solidity. Be not. Be
water. You are water. In the process
of letting yourself go your voice falls
and you cannot find it. It has opened,
flowed over, has begun to feel.
Espriu carried the burden. The
mirror has no structure. Espriu is
halfway between the night and the
dawn. He has taken root in the land
of dreams and slips inside to touch
the void of the stars. To contemplate. Long arms cutting the silence of
the air.
As dawn breaks, the tiny tenderness of the rising sun bursts open
the immensity of the heart. The birds
which lived within the water. The eyes
which spread out the light entering
them. A wooded Espriu delimited by
nothing. The supreme beauty of pain.
When you look into the mirror the mirror becomes space. The reflection,
the birds from branch to branch, the
evening closing in, the falling twilight
and the slenderest of roots.
Oh, the Beloved.
I am the loving entirety. Lost in
the thickets, defeated, in exile from
myself, I am no longer me, I cannot
see myself in the names I have left
behind me. I have no place now.
Espriu is dying on his bonfire.
That is how he opens up. He has died,

has split open, has shattered completely. The song is now impossible.
Now it is in the well that the cycle of reflection is completed. Now
there is no distinction between
blind and seeing, awake and asleep.
He has fallen so deep inside himself
that all has become the same matter. And the questions? The questions? The questions? The dryness
of the well. Reflection within the
water. This is also populated with
stars. Little by little the well becomes an ocean.
When he forgets the Beloved,
the friend must live beneath the slab
of the mirror.
There are, though, doors which
open up and Espriu in love still takes
the risks. The dream thins out to
almost nothing. The spring at the
summit of the mountain. The snow
which drips into the wound.
Vision.
The untamed elements are all.
The dream collapses. The elements
were always there. It collapses. The
forms. Espriu has melted away completely. The voice. It is the mirror. It
collapses. Salvador. There is nothing
in the mirror.
Released.
Silence.
The mirror was not there.

The gleaming air
took root in a lament.
Blood wings
lead to clarity.
From light to darkness,
from night to snowfall,
suffering, pathways,
speech, fate,
through the soil, water,
through fire and the wind.
I clear my malicious
name in oneness.
Beyond contraries
I perceive identity.
Alone, with no message,
unburdened from the weight
of time, hope,
the dead,
remembrance,
I utter in silence
the name of nothingness.
Salvador Espriu
(Traslation by Sam Abrams)
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El doctor Guisado,
reelegit president d’IHCO
The wake of the displaced
Scars that are
only
seemingly
close
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